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From left to right:

Geraldine - Petrol Pump Attendant
Lucinda - Import Counter Officer
Anishta - Psychologist
Widaad - Comedian and Make-up Artist
Anousha - General Manager, IT
Karine - Senior Manager, Finance
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Principle 2:
Aim to have a gender-balanced shortlist of candidates and selection panel in
every recruitment exercise and treat all candidates fairly and without discrimination.
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Delivering on our strategic objectives
Our operating context
The COVID-19 crisis has materially altered the external environment in which the Group operates, prompting us to navigate cautiously
and adapt to the new emerging realities, while continuing to deliver value to our stakeholders amidst the prevalent uncertainties.

External dynamics impacting our strategy execution

Difficult
macroeconomic
environment

Dynamic market,
societal and
technological
landscapes

Heightened
regulatory and
supervisory
oversight

Our responses
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Market vigilance reinforced and
inherent vulnerabilities within
markets addressed

Diligent and pragmatic
approach adopted to pursue
our business expansion and
diversification agenda with
focus on expertise nurtured

Capacity building initiatives
pursued to preserve market
positioning and enhance
adaptability to tap into
emerging opportunities

Collaboration and partnership with
stakeholders enhanced with a view
to creating or tapping into
impactful ecosystems

Risk and compliance framework
bolstered to address emerging
risks and uphold a resilient
performance

Role as a responsible corporate
citizen strengthened to create a
positive impact on the community
and uphold our social value
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The pandemic has triggered historic declines in GDP across countries where the Group operates during the past year. Whilst a
recovery is expected as from this year, prospects diverge markedly, hinging on vaccine rollout and extent of policy support.
In Mauritius, the fallout of the pandemic and the stringent measures taken to curb the transmission of the virus have taken a severe toll on
economic activity in 2020 as real GDP contracted by 14.9%. With the exception of the ICT and the financial services sectors, all industry
groups suffered a negative growth last year, with the tourism sector being the most impacted. As for this year, while a resurgence of
COVID-19 cases led to a second lockdown in March, the impact thereof was nonetheless contained due to its relatively short duration and
the quick deployment of work access permits which helped sustain a reasonable level of activity. As it stands, the domestic economy appears
on course to stage a recovery, with growth projected at about 5% in 2021. Activity levels are being supported mainly by a rebound in exportoriented manufacturing and in construction activities amidst the execution of large-scale infrastructure projects while financial services and
the ICT sector continue to perform reasonably well. Furthermore, the ongoing phased re-opening of the country’s borders, underpinned by
the progress on the vaccination front, is expected to support a gradual recovery in the tourism sector as from the latter part of the year with
positive spillover effects on supporting sectors and SMEs.
The downturn witnessed in the wake of the pandemic coupled with the huge fiscal stimulus deployed by the authorities in the form of
income support schemes have led to a marked deterioration of the country’s fiscal metrics, as gauged by a public sector gross debt to GDP
ratio of 95% as at June 2021. As it has been the case in a number of countries worldwide, the weakening fiscal position has contributed to
the downgrade, by Moody’s Investors Service, of Mauritius’ long-term foreign and local currency issuer rating to Baa2 from Baa1 in March
2021. On the external front, the sharp decline in foreign exchange earnings amidst the collapse in exports – notably tourism – triggered
a hike in the current account deficit to 12.7% of GDP last year while the balance of payments fell into deficit territory for the first time in
15 years. High external imbalances are expected to persist this year, despite a progressive improvement in line with the gradual pickup
in economic activities and recovery in capital and financial flows. Inflationary pressures have also built up lately amidst higher petroleum
prices, higher freight charges and the impact of specific budgetary measures, compounded by the weakening of the rupee. In fact, headline
inflation stood at 3.0% as at August 2021 and should pursue an upward trend but contextually stay at manageable levels over the coming
months, partly suppported by the introduction of price control measures on various essential goods.
On the regional front, output in the sub-Saharan African region is set to recover by 3.4% in 2021 following last year’s collapse, supported by
the pickup in global activity and a recovery in commodity prices, notably oil. However, the recovery is still fragile, given legacies of the crisis,
the slow pace of vaccination as well as limited policy support, although the foundations for growth over the medium term stay generally
appreciable. As regards foreign countries where the Group is present, the resumption in tourist arrivals in Maldives and Seychelles point
to a notable recovery this year, but the outlook remains uncertain and contingent on the path of the pandemic and the pickup in demand
from key markets. Elsewhere, a partial recovery is expected in Madagascar in 2021 following the severe impact of the crisis last year, with
activity levels set to strengthen in the medium term driven by an increase in private capital expenditure, and pickup in agriculture, tourism,
manufacturing and mining. In Mozambique, growth is set to recover this year and pick up over the medium term, driven by investment in
commodity-related activities, including in the Liquefied Natural Gas sector. Growth in Reunion Island took a significant hit last year amidst
the sharp decline in household consumption, investment and tourism activity, with the outlook for this year hinging notably on the path of
the virus.
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Macroeconomic environment
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Delivering on our strategic objectives
Key economic indicators
Domestic landscape
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The Group continued to navigate challenging market conditions across presence countries while the pandemic has also accelerated
shifts in customer behaviours and adoption of digital channels.
In Mauritius, the ongoing uncertainties associated with the pandemic and the ensuing economic disruptions have adversely impacted the
demand for credit, with the growth in bank loans and advances to the private sector moderating during FY 2020/21. Operators have also
faced up to heightened market volatility. In the money markets, short-term yields dropped to very low levels before moving back within the
interest rate corridor towards the end of the financial year, with the Bank of Mauritius (BoM) fully resuming the issuance of its own securities
as from December 2020, in an attempt to mop up the level of excess liquidity in the banking system. Additionally, the drop in export proceeds
restrained the availability of foreign currencies in the banking system and exerted pressures on the value of the rupee, with the BoM having
to intervene regularly to supply foreign exchange to the market. Whilst the crisis entailed increased risks to operators, the BoM stressed that
banks have remained sound and resilient as highlighted in the latest Financial Stability Report. The sector’s capital adequacy ratio remained
well above the minimum regulatory requirement at 19.8% as at March 2021, while asset quality slightly worsened with a non-performing
loans to total loans ratio of 6.2% as at March 2021 from 5.8% as at June 2020. In addition to reflecting their underlying fundamentals, the
resilience of banks was upheld by support measures provided by the authorities. Indeed, alongside maintaining the Key Repo Rate at the
historic low level of 1.85% to support the flow of credit in the economy, specific measures under the Central Bank’s COVID-19 Support
Programme, notably in the form of moratorium and funding facilities, were extended to June 2022. Additionally, the Mauritius Investment
Corporation (MIC) which operates as a fully-owned subsidiary of the BoM is providing financial support to, inter alia, systemically important
firms that are financially distressed as a result of the pandemic. As of August 2021, the MIC had approved applications worth around
Rs 30 billion and disbursed some Rs 10 billion.
Similar conditions prevailed in our foreign presence countries with the authorities therein upholding support measures to mitigate the
impact of the crisis. In Seychelles, amidst plummeting tourism receipts, a high degree of volatility was observed in the foreign exchange
market, with the Central Bank of Seychelles (CBS) intervening in an attempt to smooth disorderly foreign exchange fluctuations. The CBS
also maintained an accommodative monetary policy stance to support domestic economic activity and realigned its interest rate corridor,
with the latter move expected to lead to a general reduction in interest rates over the medium term. For its part, alongside intervening
to alleviate the shortage of US dollar on the market and extending the regulatory leeway on loan moratoriums, the Maldives Monetary
Authority pursued its thrust to modernise the payment system, with emphasis laid on mobile services especially in the current context. In
Madagascar, the primary focus of the central bank has been on supporting bank liquidity during the pandemic.
On another note, the strategy execution of some of the Group’s subsidiaries remained constrained by travel restrictions. Our banking and
non-banking entities continued to be exposed to high competitive pressures in specific segments. Particularly, operators have increasingly
leveraged digital innovations and operating platforms to upgrade their offerings in response to the changing lifestyles and aspirations of
customers in the wake of the pandemic, alongside gearing up on cybersecurity processes. Another noticeable observation through the
COVID-19 crisis is the increased prominence of ESG considerations in the strategy of financial sector operators as they strive to conduct
business in a more responsible manner.
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Key banking sector indicators

Credit to the private sector
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Financial soundness indicators
Mauritius
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(i) Ratios for Mauritius refer to banks and non-bank deposit-taking institutions
(ii) Figures for Mauritius and Madagascar in 2021 relate to March 2021
Sources: Bank of Mauritius, IMF country reports & FSIs database, Banque Centrale de Madagascar, Maldives Monetary Authority and Central Bank of Seychelles

Regulatory and supervisory oversight
The response to the COVID-19 pandemic has seen increased regulatory interventions during the year, as the authorities in countries
where the Group operates focused on preserving the soundness and resilience of the banking and financial services sector industry,
alongside pursuing their moves towards modernising the set-up on which the delivery of services is anchored.
In addition to extending the application of some support measures, the Bank of Mauritius (BoM) came forward with various regulatory
forbearance policies to bolster the ability of banks to support customers facing cash flow and working capital difficulties in the wake of
the pandemic. As such, the implementation of the Capital Conservation Buffer of 2.5% was further deferred to 1 April 2022, with the
current rate of 1.875% thus applicable until 31 March 2022. The Central Bank also introduced a guidance on transitional arrangements
for regulatory capital treatment of IFRS 9 provisions under expected credit losses, which allows financial institutions to retain a portion
of their IFRS 9 provisions to prop-up the regulatory capital, provided they refrain from paying dividends and making other transfers from
profit. On another note, in its bid to ensure that banking activities remain grounded on advocated principles, the BoM introduced new and
revised several guidelines during the year, including those pertaining to the computation of debt-to-income ratio for residential property
46
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In the context of the Finance (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2021, provisions have been made for enhancing the country’s AML/CFT
framework, notably through the establishment of a Core Group focusing on the implementation of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
standards while further disclosure powers have also been granted to relevant authorities. In the same vein, the Financial Services Commission
(FSC) launched the ‘One Platform’, which provides a more seamless process for the filing and conduct of oversight of licensees. Overall,
it is comforting to note that the FATF has, at its latest Plenary meeting held in June last, acknowledged that Mauritius had substantially
completed the implementation of the Action Plan aimed at strengthening the effectiveness of its AML/CFT system. On the heels of the latter
developments, the FATF conducted an on-site assessment in September 2021 to validate the progress achieved, with a decision regarding
the exit of Mauritius from the list of ‘jurisdictions under increased monitoring’ set to be announced at its next meeting in October. It is worth
stressing that the delisting of Mauritius from the FATF list and the subsequent removal of the jurisdiction from the European Commission’s
list of High Risk Third Countries are critical to the development of the financial services sector moving forward.
Provisions were also adopted to further modernise the financial services industry and support the country’s objective of building back
better. While incentives have been established to encourage home ownership amongst Mauritian citizens, the banking laws have recently
been amended to make allowance for the establishment of frameworks for the issue of a digital currency, regtech and fintech solutions as
well as sustainable bonds. With respect specifically to the non-banking financial services sector, amendments were brought to strengthen
the supervisory powers of the FSC, notably in respect of issue or transfer of shares from certain classes of licensees. Elsewhere, trusts and
foundations set up as from 1 July 2021 are no longer able to file a declaration of non-residence and be exempt from tax in Mauritius, with
a grandfathering provision for existing companies available up to the year of assessment 2024/2025. Concomitantly, provisions have been
made for the 10-year tax holiday granted to family offices to be extended subject to specific prescribed substance conditions being satisfied.
In our foreign presence countries, in line with the new AML/CFT Act, the Central Bank of Seychelles (CBS) has assumed the responsibility
for AML/CFT supervision for institutions under its purview alongside collaborating with the World Bank on the elaboration of a risk-based
supervision framework and a supervision manual. The CBS has also committed to pursuing its efforts to enhance the legislative framework
for National Payment Systems, promote digital financial literacy and improve financial consumer protection. In the same vein, the CBS has
also adopted a financial technology strategy in line with its objective of fully digitalising its financial system by 2023. In Madagascar, the
central bank relaxed the reserve requirements to allow banks to reschedule and extend credit lines, while the new banking law and financial
stability law have been implemented with a view to strengthening the financial sector and improving financial inclusion. In Maldives, the
central bank has initiated steps to strengthen the compliance framework. Of note, new regulations were issued to promote sound corporate
governance in financial institutions by stipulating a minimum standard of corporate governance principles and practices. Also, in line with
Maldives Monetary Authority’s objective to facilitate the settlement of domestic transactions in local currency, all the banks engaged in the
card payment industry have been required to ensure that their domestic transactions conducted in Maldives using locally issued cards are
acquired and settled in Maldivian Rufiyaa.
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loans, recognition and use of external credit assessment institutions, liquidity risk management and cross-border exposures as well as the
operational framework of primary dealers, while draft guidelines have been issued for consultations relating to private banking business
and the use of cloud services. The BoM also released a Guidance on LIBOR Transition, which intends to assist banks in the transition process
by setting out the expectations with regard to their governance structure, risk identification approaches and other actions in relation to the
benchmark rate transition.
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Our strategy
Adapting to the context to pursue our strategy execution
During the year under review, Group entities continued to devote significant attention to addressing challenges linked to the exceptional
circumstances created by the pandemic with a view to preserving the resilience of their activities. Whilst this has prompted a review of some
short-term business objectives, we remained determined on executing our strategic pillars and pursuing our medium term growth agenda,
alongside investing for the future. In this respect, some entities have, during the year, revisited their 3-year plan in order to affirm their
positioning in anticipation of the post-COVID economic recovery.
Our strategy is geared towards creating sustainable value for our stakeholders. Anchored on our proven business model, our strategy paves
the way for delivering sustained earnings growth and maintaining sound financial metrics, alongside ensuring that we operate within the
precinct of our risk appetite. Amidst our ongoing endeavours to transform the Group into a simpler and better organisation, we aim to
deliver excellent customer service through adapted and innovative customer solutions and to tap into business development opportunities,
with Africa being the main target for the Group. Concomitantly, in line with our commitment to be a responsible corporate citizen, a key
objective of the Group is to embed sustainability principles in our culture, values and in the way we function and undertake business.
MCB Group: Main strategic objectives
A recognised integrated banking and ﬁnancial services provider locally and in the region

Strengthen our domestic position

Expand our non-bank
activities

Grow our international footprint

Embedding sustainability as a key value driver
Key focus areas

General thrusts

•
•

Maximise long-term value creation for our multiple stakeholders
Preserve the image, reputation and franchise of the Group

Short-term
imperatives to
cope with
COVID-19
pandemic

•
•
•
•

Safeguard the health and safety of our employees and clients
Increase proximity with customers facing unprecedented hard times and deliver customised solutions and advice
Foster business continuity and the soundness of our operations
Maintain close collaboration with Central Banks and the Governments to implement support measures

•

Help promote socio-economic development and yield a positive impact on society and the environment across
geographies in which we are present
Position the Group as a competitive regional ﬁnancial player, while reinforcing risk oversight
Actively and thoughtfully pursue our Africa Strategy, alongside exploring business avenues beyond
Enrich the appeal of our value proposition, backed by an innovative mindset and convenient digital channels
Capitalise on synergies and partnerships within the organisation and with external parties

Medium to
longer-term
priorities

•
•
•
•

Our promise to creating a diﬀerentiating customer experience

To enrich customer
experience at all
touchpoints
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To be coherent and
simple in our
approach

To stay innovative in
our offerings

To empower customers
in realising their
aspirations

To simplify and
streamline our
operations
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Our governance and processes

General framework

MCB Group has a well-deﬁned governance framework in place to facilitate
strategy elaboration, execution and review

The Board, with the assistance of the Strategy Committee, sets the strategic
directions of the Group, approves strategic policies and ensures they are
communicated throughout the organisation
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While ensuring congruence with strategic directions set at Group level, entities
formulate their own strategic orientations, guided by an adapted and pragmatic
approach for strategy-setting

Monitoring through an
adapted strategy review
process

Focused execution
Readjust strategy
(if applicable)

Implementation of
earmarked priorities,
capitalising on cross-functional
synergies across the
Group where appropriate

Assessment of operating
context and scenario analysis

6

Review

1 Analysis

External
Internal

5 Implementation

Key
Processes

Discussions on medium to
longer term organisation-wide
strategic goals & targets

2 Choice

Vision
Growth
drivers

Integration into operational
plans of Business Units

Organisation-wide goals,
targets & guidelines

4 Cascading

3 Validation

Risk appetite
Capital
position

Investment
consideration

Prioritisation held centrally at the
Executive Management level

3-year roadmap
Focus areas

Projects

Key actions at S/BU level
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Underlying strategic orientations and objectives across clusters and entities

Banking cluster
MCB Ltd
Our long-term destination
A strong and innovative regional financial player within a diversified Group
Pursuing our strategic focus areas

Extend our frontiers

Deliver a world-class customer
experience through digital

Nurture our values and deliver on
our brand promise

General thrusts

Become more international, digital
and sustainable in our approach

Create a positive impact on people,
societies and the environment

Our key objectives and strategic focus areas
Make banking simple, easy, accessible and convenient whilst delivering
superior customer experience

• Help build back the local economy and uphold MCB’s
leadership position as an innovative and reliable
financial partner

Key intents
• Position MCB Ltd as a prominent player within the Energy
& Commodities segment, and gradually build an African
Power and Infrastructure franchise

• Bolster our cross-border activities and pursue our
regional diversification agenda

• Deepen relationships with regional and international
corporates and Private Equity funds while leveraging and
further promoting the Mauritian jurisdiction

•
Enhance our transactional value proposition and
help position the Group as a financial hub

• Transform MCB Ltd as a lead arranger for dedicated deals,
while boosting syndication with financial institutions

• Entrench sustainability principles in the Bank’s value
proposition, activities and operations

• Develop stronger and more meaningful partnerships with
regional banks and financial institutions in line with our ‘Africa
Forward Together’ brand and ‘Bank of Banks’ strategy
• Bolster the Bank’s Global markets offerings by providing
adapted trading, liquidity and structuring solutions
• Expand Private Banking and Wealth Management activities
internationally by providing a wider range of sophisticated
investment solutions and dedicated advisory services
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• Adapt to current challenges in our business activities, safeguard market shares across retail and corporate segments, while upholding the
positioning and brand image of the entities
• Consolidate business relationships with existing core clients, alongside reinforcing proximity with small and medium enterprises
• Diversify loan and deposit portfolio, with a focus on key players in sound economic sectors whilst carefully exploring emerging customer
segments
• Accelerate implementation of digital and innovative practices, whilst enhancing internal capabilities
• Improve customer experiences and widen the range of offerings to provide adapted solutions to each customer segment
• Leverage solutions developed by MCB Ltd in the entities’ presence countries, backed by service level agreements
• Continue investing in the risk and compliance infrastructure of the entities, while exercising close vigilance on risk parameters

‘Non-banking financial’ and ‘other investments’ clusters
• Reinforce the positioning of the Group as an integrated financial services provider locally and in the region
• Leverage the brand franchise and distribution capacity of the organisation to consolidate our positioning across long-established
business areas (notably those relating to the provision of investor, factoring and leasing services), while diversifying our activities

Zoom on selected entities

• Focus on advising blue chip clients locally and arranging
financing for transactions and projects in Africa
• Broaden investment management activities to alternative assets
• Invest in private equity and hybrid debt opportunities alongside
partners in Africa
• Seek strategic alliances with selected partners to expand our
distribution channels and strengthen our technical capabilities

• Widen the range of offerings and revamp existing products
to enrich the value proposition, alongside diversifying the
customer base
• Forge close partnerships with key stakeholders, including car
dealers, equipment dealers and fleet management companies
• Maintain and nurture close relationships with business lines of
MCB Ltd
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Foreign banking subsidiaries
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Delivering on our strategic objectives

• Consolidate our position in the receivables finance market by
leveraging latest technological solutions to enable the provision
of a range of online services and diversified products
• Enhance synergies with MCB Ltd to offer best-fit solutions to
clients

•
Become a preferred and trusted business enabler, while
positioning itself as leader across earmarked spheres of activity

• Consolidate the democratisation of access to credit by microentrepreneurs and promote financial inclusion
•
Foster economic empowerment of micro-businesses and
contribute to sustainable development

• Nurture our academic partnerships
• Continue to provide world-class executive education programmes

• Consolidate footprint in existing markets and probe into new
territories, notably in Asia-Pacific region

• Attract targeted professionals through a strong brand

Strengthen partnerships with the operational assistance to
•
financial institutions, particularly in Africa
• Further exploit the potential of existing services and launch new
ones (e.g. analytics and business process re-engineering)
• Nurture collaboration with relevant stakeholders in order to
more effectively support business growth, while implementing
the necessary frameworks and processes to monitor the
performance of sealed agreements

• Develop and invest in a diversified portfolio of prime real assets
with a view to seeding property yield funds to be offered to
various customer segments

• Increase market visibility

Creating value in a sustainable way for our stakeholders
Our underlying approach
Our proactive stakeholder engagement model informs and guides our actions and behaviours. While embracing an integrated vision that
aims at providing a solid contribution to the advancement and prosperity of the society and economy, notably through the execution of our
Corporate Sustainability Programme, we seek to make sense of and respond to the needs and expectations of our stakeholders. The Group
has a well-established governance and operational framework to ensure that engagement with stakeholders is managed in a transparent
way, in alignment with international practices and regulatory stipulations. Stakeholders are kept informed about the Group’s business and
strategy on a regular basis through various channels. Their views and concerns, gathered through ongoing dialogues, meetings and surveys,
are considered in the Group’s decisions, with material issues escalated to the Board.
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Our Corporate Sustainability Programme, titled ‘Success Beyond Numbers’, was launched in November 2018 to integrate our sustainability
vision and principles into our strategy and operations. The idea behind the programme is the conviction that, as a ﬁnancial institution that
has, over time, played a critical role in the socio-economic development of Mauritius, MCB Group has a responsibility to contribute to the
nation’s sustained well-being. That is why the Group has redeﬁned the way it measures success. Our sustainability endeavours revolve
around initiatives executed under three pillars: (i) development of a vibrant and sustainable local economy; (ii) protection and valorisation
of our cultural and environmental heritage; and (iii) promotion of individual and collective well-being.

Success Beyond Numbers

DELIVERING ON OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Our Corporate Sustainability Programme
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Authorities and
economic agents

Customers

Shareholders
and investors

Employees

Societies and communities

Key stakeholders directly
and indirectly impacted

1

2

3

The development
of a vibrant and
sustainable local
economy

The protection
and valorisation of
our cultural and
environmental
heritage

The promotion
of individual and
collective
well-being

Pillars

Our holistic investment
towards making Mauritius prosper

Read more in the Sustainability Report on our website
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Fostering our stakeholder engagement
During the period under review, the Group pursued wide-ranging initiatives to underpin the advancement and welfare of key stakeholders,
alongside responding to their needs and requirements. As a key focus area, the Group upheld dedicated actions to strengthen its interactions
with stakeholders and help them manage the ramifications of the particularly challenging operating environment triggered by the COVID-19
pandemic.
Read more in the ‘Our performance across entities’ section
on pages 69 to 92
Read more in the Sustainability Report on our website

WHAT THEY EXPECT FROM US …

SHAREHOLDERS AND INVESTORS

~22,000

Rs 65.4 billion

Ordinary
shareholders

Market capitalisation
on SEM

~3,800

Rs 16.75

Preference
shareholders and
bondholders

Dividend per share

Baa3

Member of

Moody’s Investors
Service long-term bank
deposit rating
(MCB Ltd)

MSCI Frontier
Markets 100
Index (USD)

Material matters
•Implications of the pandemic and macroeconomic developments
• Evolving competitive landscape
•Regulatory change, risk management and governance standards
• Strategy execution and alignment
• Environmental considerations and social welfare

• Resilient financial performance and adequate dividends
• Protection and growth of investment
• Robust business model
• Sound governance practices
• Transparent reporting and disclosure
• Sound ESG practices

KEY OBJECTIVES AND METRICS …
• Return on equity
• Earnings per share
• Dividend per share
• NAV per share
• Share price performance
• Level and quality of externally-sourced funds
• ESG ratings
• Investment-grade credit rating of MCB Ltd

SDGs IMPACTED
16

Peace, Justice
and Strong
Institutions

17

CAPITALS IMPACTED

Partnerships
for the Goals

Note: Figures are as at 30 June 2021
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Managing the challenging context

• Open communication with shareholders by way of timely and concise
information on the positioning and performance of the Group
disseminated through various channels including annual meeting of
shareholders, roadshows, earnings calls and analyst meetings

• We maintained our close proximity with investors, credit
rating agencies and correspondent banks in order to
reassure them of the inherent resilience of our operations
and the soundness of our key financial metrics.

Access provided to a comprehensive set of corporate
•
announcements and publications, notably quarterly financial and
Group Management Statements, roadshow presentations, and
annual reports

• While keeping our external stakeholders abreast of material
developments influencing the Group’s operations and
activities, we have regularly informed them about specific
initiatives taken to cope with the impact of the pandemic on
the organisation as a whole and across our entities and key
business segments.

• Ongoing dialogue with shareholders and investors in order to
better understand their perspectives
•
Open, constructive and regular dialogue with international
rating agencies with a view to reporting on the performance and
prospects of MCB Ltd as well as providing comfort on our risk
management and business growth foundations via dedicated
analyses
Entrenching of sustainability principles in our activities and
•
operations in line with our objective of being a responsible
corporate citizen and investors’ focus on ESG issues

• We continuously liaised with players across global markets
amidst our efforts to consolidate our FCY funding resources.
We reinforced our interactions with stakeholders to
•
provide reassurance on the substance of our jurisdiction
while highlighting measures taken by the authorities in the
wake of the inclusion of Mauritius on the FATF and EU lists.

Resilience amidst challenging times
MCB Ltd’s investment-grade rating
In March 2021, Moody’s downgraded Mauritius Government’s long-term issuer rating to Baa2 from Baa1, with a negative outlook
maintained. As a consequence, the rating agency took rating actions on three banks in Mauritius with MCB Ltd’s long-term bank deposit
and issuer ratings reviewed to Baa3 from Baa2 with a negative outlook. In spite of this downgrade, MCB Ltd remains investment-grade
rated by Moody’s and among the few financial institutions rated as such in sub-Saharan Africa. The Bank is also assigned a ‘AAA’ credit
rating by CARE Ratings (Africa) Private Limited, implying that MCB has the highest degree of safety regarding the timely servicing of
financial obligations in Mauritius and hence carrying lowest credit risk.
Our international fundraising exercises
In February 2021, a USD 65 million loan has been signed between Proparco (a subsidiary of Agence Française de Développement), its
German counterpart DEG and MCB Ltd. The loan should enable MCB to assist small and medium sized companies in the sub-Saharan
African region in their expansion or modernisation projects. While highlighting the Bank’s active role in funding high-impact projects
in the sub-Saharan African and Indian Ocean region, this credit facility underscores the international recognition of MCB’s high level
of creditworthiness. Moreover, despite the uncertain market conditions, the Bank successfully tapped into the global financial markets
in September 2021 for a syndicated facility of USD 1 billion – initially launched at USD 600 million – after receiving commitments in
excess of USD 1.6 billion from 31 lenders, to refinance its obligations as part of its liability management strategy and to fund its asset
growth. This testifies to our strong appeal to foreign investors, the recognition of the Bank’s investment-grade credit worthiness and
lenders’ confidence in our strong fundamentals and international growth prospects.
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Delivering on our strategic objectives
Our Multi-Currency Note Programme
Furthermore, in June 2021, the Group has successfully issued the first tranche of Notes amounting to Rs 2 billion as part of the
implementation of its Rs 10 billion Multi-Currency Note Programme. The proceeds of this First Issue have been invested in the capital
of the Bank in order to support its future business growth while simultaneously strengthening the share capital of the Bank.
Rewarding our shareholders
For the current financial year ended June 2021, the Group has resumed the payment of dividends to ordinary shareholders, with
an interim dividend of Rs 7.25 per share paid in July 2021. A final dividend of Rs 9.50 was declared in September 2021 and will be
paid in December 2021, with dividend per share for the year under review amounting to Rs 16.75. This is equivalent to 25% of profit
attributable to ordinary shareholders in relation to FY 2019/20 and FY 2020/21, which represents a lower overall payout compared to
previous years in view of the uncertainty created by the pandemic.
On 28 September 2021, subject to approval by the relevant authorities, a Scrip Dividend Scheme has been approved by the Board to
enable the Group to gradually consolidate its capital base in order to support the future expansion of its activities or alternatively to
provide the Group with additional capacity to improve its dividend pay-out. Under the Scheme, the ordinary shareholders of the Group
will have the option of receiving their future dividends, or part thereof, by way of ordinary shares in the Group. Details of the Scheme,
including pricing considerations, will be communicated to shareholders once approved by the authorities.

Read more in the ‘Corporate governance report’ on pages on 104 to 153
and the ‘Group financial performance’ section on pages 94 to 102
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More information on our Scrip Dividend
Scheme is available on our website

~1,106,700

~1,035,300

Overall customer base
(Y.o.y growth: 1.7%)

Customers - MCB Ltd

Individual customers

~1,062,900
Non-individual customers

• Innovative and customised financial solutions
• Safe and convenient access to banking through a wide
range of channels
• Excellent service quality and competitive pricing
• Transparent and timely advice on offerings
• Security and privacy of transactions
• Effective process for dealing with complaint
• Greater proximity amidst the difficult context with
accompanying relief measures

KEY OBJECTIVES AND METRICS …

~43,800
Customer Satisfaction
Score (MCB Ltd)

95.9

72.3

Retail*

Business
Banking

80
Financial institutions
serviced as part of our
‘Bank of Banks’
initiative

*Conducted only at branch counters

• Life-long relationship with clients
• Brand value among banking peers
• Net Promoter Score and client satisfaction ratings
• Client complaints and outcomes
• Market shares
• Awards and recognitions
SDGs IMPACTED
1

No
Poverty

8

CAPITALS IMPACTED

Decent Work and
Economic Growth

Material matters
• Implications of the pandemic and macroeconomic developments
• Evolving competitive landscape
• Digital disruptions and cybersecurity
• Customer experience and data privacy
• Environmental considerations and social welfare

10

Reduced
Inequalities

12

Responsible
Consumption
and Production

Note: Figures are as at 30 June 2021

How we have engaged with customers
• Continuous engagement with clients, including via surveys carried out by our Customer Lab or direct interactions, to understand and
anticipate their needs, towards providing adapted solutions to help them meet their goals and improve our value proposition
• Digitalisation of our operations and services, and continuous improvement to the reach and appeal of our channels to allow customers to
undertake payments and transactions in an easier, faster and safer way
• Appropriate communication and reporting channels in place to provide customers with transparent and timely advice about our offerings as
well as attend to their queries
• Dedicated initiatives taken to address customer complaints in an effective and opportune manner – about 81% of customer complaints
registered during FY 2020/21 at MCB were resolved within less than five days – while round the clock assistance is provided to customers
by our Contact Centre
• Continuous enhancements brought to our internal platforms and processes, including our cyber risk management framework, to ensure the
safety and confidentiality of client information and reliability of our channels
• Organisation of and participation in promotional and commercial initiatives, international seminars, conferences and roadshows to strengthen
client relationships and promote the Group’s capabilities and value proposition
• Engagement with clients through our active presence on social media such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram and LinkedIn
Read more on our initiatives to deliver excellent customer experiences in
the ‘Our performance across entities’ section on pages on 69 to 92
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Delivering on our strategic objectives

Supporting
our customers
during the
COVID-19
pandemic...

…by providing loan moratoriums
During the last ﬁnancial year, various entities of
the Group provided moratoriums/repayment
holidays on capital repayment and/or interest
payment as well as rescheduling of existing
facilities over a longer period of time. Of note, the
Bank of Mauritius allowed for banks to extend
moratorium on loans granted to economic
operators, SMEs, households and individuals
impacted by COVID-19 to 30 June 2022.
Read more in the ‘Risk and capital management report’ section
on pages 154 to 212

…by helping customers with concessionary
facilities
Many of our customers were hard-hit
during the pandemic. We further
reinforced proximity with our
customers, notably by leveraging
digital platforms, to understand
their needs and requirements as well
as accompany and advise them.
Group entities assisted individual
and corporate clients in coping with
challenges faced, alleviating their
ﬁnancial burden and sustaining their
activities. We delivered well-structured
ﬁnancial solutions after collaborating
with the authorities.

MCB provided working capital facilities with
ﬂexible repayment and pricing terms to help
companies support critical payments and honour
obligations towards suppliers. Notably, as part of
the Special Relief Fund introduced by BoM, MCB
Ltd provided some Rs 3 billion of working capital
loans to impacted businesses as at 30 June 2021.
We also collaborated with the Mauritius
Investment Corporation in respect of support
being provided to speciﬁc businesses.

…by assisting them in taking their business
online
MCB Ltd strived to equip SMEs with an array of
payment acceptance solutions adapted to their
needs, including mobile payment acceptance,
POS terminals, a secured online payment
gateway, and ‘mPOS’ terminals. As a result, the
number of new merchants for digital payments
acceptance registered a year-on-year growth of
over 140%. Entrepreneurs can also avail of the
Business Account Opening platform to create
their bank account online at their own
convenience in less than 3 days.

…by facilitating transactions through our
digital channels
The Bank encouraged customers and the general
public to opt for our digital and contactless
channels. Of note, during the last FY, the number
of contactless transactions increased ﬁvefold.
For customers who still needed in-branch
services, we set up an appointment booking
system that allows for better planning of
customer visits across branches. We also
prompted our corporate customers to avail of
our SmartApprove application to approve
transactions electronically.
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…in Maldives

…in Seychelles

MCB Madagascar introduced a capital
rescheduling of amortising loan
instalments and deferred the maturity
(principal and interest) of individual
loans for customers impacted by the
pandemic. The bank also called upon the
liquidity facilities provided by the
Central Bank to help customers in need,
with special facilities in place for SMEs.
A fast-track system was set up to ensure
that moratorium requests are processed
expeditiously.

MCB Maldives provided timely
solutions to customers operating in
sectors impacted by the crisis and
granted moratoriums on facilities to
allow for easier repayment schedules.
The bank also catered for the foreign
currency needs of customers engaged in
trade ﬁnance. For added convenience,
the bank enhanced its Internet Banking
services to satisfy the banking needs of
customers, amidst the current context.
An in-house tool was used to allow
customers to request for appointments
at branches.

MCB Seychelles collaborated with
authorities for the provision of relief
schemes for MSME and corporate
customers and also provided
moratoriums on debt servicing to
impacted customers. The latter schemes
initially provided moratoriums on
principal and interest payments for a
period of 6 months, but were
subsequently extended for a maximum
period of 18 months in March 2021. To
reduce trafﬁc at branches, general
moves include: (i) the accelerated
issuance of contactless cards, (ii) the
promotion of electronic banking
channels to customers and subscription
to emailing facilities, and (iii)
deployment of ATMs at three new
locations.

…by being ﬂexible in our banking
services

…at factoring services

…in every way we can

MCB Factors Ltd suspended or delayed
a range of charges and commissions for
speciﬁc facilities offered. The entity also
provided dedicated ﬁnancing schemes,
especially for SMEs, and augmented
ﬂexibility in management of credit terms
of debtors.

With regard to entrepreneurs for whom
taking on additional debt would not be a
viable solution, the Bank assisted them
in their search for other means of
ﬁnancial support (e.g. through equity
investors).

MCB provided an extension to the
validity of expired cards during the
second conﬁnement in Mauritius to
allow customers, including customers
abroad, to continue to use their cards.
The cash withdrawal fee when availing
of another local bank ATM was also
waived during the lockdown. The Bank
ensured that key branches were
operational during the second national
lockdown and also deployed mobile
ATMs to service clients in restricted
regions.
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WHAT THEY EXPECT FROM US …

SOCIETIES AND COMMUNITIES

Rs 54.7 million

17,345

Entrusted to
MCB Forward Foundation,
which spent Rs 38.5 million
on 19 projects

tonnes CO2-eq
Carbon emissions from
2019 operations
offset to reach carbon
neutrality (MCB Ltd)

• Dedicated incentives and initiatives to promote social progress and
financial inclusion in countries where we operate
• Sound management of natural resources to promote sustainable
development
• Entrenching of eco-friendly practices in our operations and
provision of solutions to support sustainable development
• Promotion of cultural heritage

KEY OBJECTIVES AND METRICS …

BBB

53/100

MSCI ESG rating

Sustainability rating of
MCB Ltd by Ecovadis
(equivalent to a Bronze medal)

Material matters
• Implications of the pandemic and macroeconomic developments
• Regulatory change, risk management and governance standards
• Digital disruptions and cybersecurity
• Environmental considerations and social welfare

• Access to credit and financial products for all
• Projects financed by the MCB Forward Foundation
• Sponsorships and media campaigns
• Financing of sustainable development initiatives
•
Adoption of sustainable habits by internal and external
stakeholders
• Reduction in our carbon footprint from operations and business
activities
• Higher share of energy consumption from renewable sources
SDGs IMPACTED
7

Affordable and
Clean Energy

13

Climate
Action

CAPITALS IMPACTED

10

Reduced
Inequalities

12

14

Life Below
Water

15

Responsible
Consumption
and Production

Life On
Land

Note: Figures are as at 30 June 2021

How we have engaged with societies and communities

•
Over and above activities undertaken through the MCBFF, the
organisation took various other initiatives to promote the well-being
and progress of societies and communities
• Of note, no political donations were made during the year under review
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The entity remained actively engaged in undertaking initiatives
aimed at meeting a multiple range of nationwide socioeconomic development imperatives, aided by mobilisation of
necessary logistics and execution of pedagogical programmes.

Environment
and sustainable
development
7%

Educational
Support and
Training
23%

Supporting
People with
Disabilities
2%

23

• In Mauritius and across other presence countries, we partnered with
relevant stakeholders, such as NGOs and public sector entities, towards
promoting social welfare. Our corporate social responsibility activities
are channeled via the MCB Forward Foundation (MCBFF), which is
the dedicated vehicle for the effective design, implementation and
management of initiatives meant to embed the Group’s engagement
with the communities in which it operates. MCBFF also oversees the
organisation’s ‘Social Leave’ programme, which gives the opportunity
to each employee to, via a one-day paid leave, carry out social work
by helping NGOs in their day-to-day activities. In FY 2020/21, 50
employees participated in the programme, dedicating their time to the
Mauritius Wildlife Foundation in conservation and habitat restoration
activities

Projects funded by the
MCB Forward Foundation

Socio Economic
Development
68%

• We provide support in addressing poverty across countries where we
operate. During the year, MCB Madagascar, partnered with the NGO
ADRA to help families suffering from famine. This will ensure the food
security of 650 families, or nearly 3,600 people

FINANCIAL INCLUSION
• We endeavour to promote financial inclusion in economies where we
operate, by enabling our low-income customers to get access to credit
and improve their conditions
• MCB Seychelles launched MCB Rupys Savings account, aimed at
promoting a savings culture for junior customers by improving their
account interest remuneration
With regard to MCB Ltd:

Helping entrepreneurs
2,506 clients financed by MCB Microfinance Ltd
4,172 loans disbursed for
Rs 822.6 million

33+24+23146

(since inception in July 2016)

Agriculture/Agri-business
6%

Transport
14%

Trading
33%

FY 2020/21

Services
• The low minimum balance for account opening and our savings account
23%
Manufacturing
bundle at zero cost make the offer extensively accessible
24%
• Parents are invited to open Junior accounts to encourage youth to be
Note: Figures in the pie chart relate to outstanding loans
financially responsible and save from a young age
• Our unsecured personal loan offer, also available to non-MCB Ltd
customers, is often sought by low-income customers to cover for education and housing purposes
• We provided innovative and customised solutions to SMEs as well as micro-enterprises and self-employed individuals

ENVIRONMENT
• In line with its objective of achieving carbon neutrality by 2023 in its operations, MCB has focused on reducing its carbon emissions and
then offsetting the residual emissions by investing in projects that have environmental and social benefits. MCB has been compensating
for its residual carbon emissions on a retroactive basis, starting with the year 2018, through ‘Klima Neutral’, the carbon compensation
online platform, and will continue to do so in the coming years
• MCB has committed to invest EUR 5 million in Livelihoods Carbon Fund 3 (LCF3), a carbon impact fund created by Livelihoods Funds to
accelerate efforts on climate change mitigation and social impact
• MCB is in its third year of its partnership with the Mauritian Wildlife Foundation to protect the biodiversity of the country. The Bank also
funds a program aimed at protecting the islets situated around Mauritius
•  The organisation actively promotes the use of e-statements by customers. The total number of customers subscribing thereto increased
by around 25% during the financial year. In the same vein, the Bank launched ‘MCB Digisign’, a signing platform developed with Adobe,
which aims to optimise our processes and reduce our paper usage
• MCB has further extended the preferential credit facilities called ‘Green loans’ to customers so that they could build back better and
become increasingly sustainable in their recovery journey. Worth noting, MCB Madagascar signed its first line of credit of EUR 6 million
with Agence Française de Développement (AFD) in the context of the latter’s green finance label titled SUNREF (Sustainable Use of
Natural Resources and Energy Finance)
• The MCBFF has made a contribution of EUR 41,040 to the UNDP Small Grants Programme to improve agricultural land resilience through
nature-based solutions and support the farmers’ community
• The Group has launched a tailored financing facility to promote the purchase of electric and hybrid vehicles through the ‘Green Lease’ offer
for customers and ‘GreenDrive’ solution for employees in Mauritius
• To limit its carbon footprint, MCB Madagascar’s Toliara branch was equipped with solar panels to meet its energy requirements
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The Equator Principles

UNEP-FI

UN Global Compact

Since 2012, MCB Ltd adopted the
Equator Principles, which is a voluntary
and internationally recognised risk
management framework. This framework
stands as the foundation and guiding
principle of the Bank’s Environmental and
Social Policy. It articulates the principles,
policies, roles and responsibilities
through which the Bank ensures the
environmental and social risk
management of its lending activities, in
particular regarding any project or
undertaking entailing loans of an
aggregate amount greater than or equal
to USD 2 million and with maturity of at
least 24 months.

MCB Ltd is one of the founding
signatories of the Principles for
Responsible Banking of the United
Nations Environment Programme –
Finance Initiative (UNEP-FI). The
Principles provide the banking industry
with a single framework that embeds
sustainability at the strategic, portfolio
and transactional levels across business
areas, thus assisting operators in playing a
leading role in achieving society’s goals.

Reﬂecting its commitment to entrench
applicable principles in its strategy and
operations, MCB Ltd is an adherent to
the United Nations Global Compact at
participant level. The latter is the
world’s largest voluntary corporate
responsibility initiative for businesses
committed to aligning their operations
and
strategies
with
universally
accepted principles in the areas of
human rights, labour, environment and
anti-corruption.

EDUCATION

~Rs 1.7 billion

• 33 scholarships awarded since 1988 to Mauritian students ranked next in line with those eligible for the
State of Mauritius scholarships on the Economics side at the Higher School Certificate examinations
• 36 scholarships awarded since 2000 to students from Rodrigues, under the MCB Rodrigues
Scholarship, enabling them to pursue tertiary studies at the University of Mauritius
• Initiatives to promote access to education for all children; 106 children were assessed for learning
difficulties, of which 43 placed in special needs schools

student loans approved by
MCB Ltd as at June 2021 (under
normal banking terms and the
Government Guarantee Scheme),
accounting for a market share of
around 67.0% (over the period
April 2013 - June 2021)

ARTS AND CULTURE
• We sponsored key projects aimed at promoting local talents at various levels, including music, singing/dance, art and writing, photography,
painting and sculpting, as well as theatre and performing arts. Of note, MCB Madagascar has signed a three-year agreement with the
“Musée de la Photo de Madagascar” to support the museum’s activities in conserving and bolstering the Malagasy cultural heritage. Also,
MCB Seychelles partnered with Seylar Federation to organise the first ‘Art Battle’ Competition involving all primary schools, including the
special needs schools
Read more in the Sustainability Report on our website
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• After donating Rs 1.7 million in FY 2019/20, MCB Ltd contributed
another Rs 1 million during the year under review to the crowd
funding platform ‘Small Step Matters’ to provide food supplies to
more than 1,000 households.

In keeping with our sense of corporate responsibility,
we supported communities and vulnerable groups in a
myriad of ways – by providing meals to those in need,
empowering people who lost their jobs, or mobilising
funds to combat COVID-19. The disruptions and
consequences of the pandemic have been extensive
and far-reaching, which is why we will continue to be
engaged across geographies where we operate.

• 110 families of MCBFA participated in Personal development
programmes, therapeutic & Parental capacity building workshops
for a total of 100 hours.

• MCBFF provided some 250 food packs to families during the
lockdown (Mauritius and Rodrigues) as part of the MCB Football
Academy’s (MCBFA) schemes.

• As a means for income generation, a team of 8 women received
42 hours of training in the ﬁeld of organic farming and agriculture
as well as hands-on training, and an agro-ecological farm was set up
at Riche en Eau.

• MCBFF assisted families who were ﬁnancially impacted by
COVID-19 through various support measures, namely, by providing
access to training courses and helping them ﬁnd new jobs.

• In support of the ﬁght against the pandemic, MCB Seychelles has
contributed SCR 700,000 to the COVID-19 Relief Fund set up in
the country.

• 5 children with special needs received tablets to stay connected
with their school while 59 children beneﬁtted from school
materials and uniforms.

• MCB Maldives, in collaboration with MCB Ltd and the Government
of Maldives, facilitated the utilisation of an unused asset (land &
building) as a medical facility to treat COVID-19 patients.
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communities amidst
the pandemic…
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AUTHORITIES AND ECONOMIC AGENTS

36.0%

35.6%

Domestic loans as a
share of GDP
(MCB Ltd)

Share of domestic
credit to
corporates in
Seychelles

WHAT THEY EXPECT FROM US …
• Promotion of sound and efficient financial systems in countries where
we operate
• Contribution to economic and financial development as well as financial
literacy
• Strict adherence to relevant laws, codes, guidelines and principles
•
Meaningful interactions with authorities for proper monitoring of
activities
• Participation in discussions on topical, regulatory and economic issues
• Provision of tailored support that will contribute to the advancement of
entrepreneurs and businesses
• Understanding and appraisal of the Group’s operating environment for
informed decision-taking by foreign counterparts

KEY OBJECTIVES AND METRICS …

4,180
Reports sent to
the Bank of
Mauritius during
FY 2020/21
(MCB Ltd)

Rs 1,248 m
Corporate tax and special levy
(MCB Ltd)

• Financial soundness indicators
• Economic contribution in countries where we operate
• Best-in-class policies based on ethical behaviour
• Strong risk management and compliance set-up
• Adherence to regulatory requirements
SDGs IMPACTED

Material matters
• Implications of the pandemic and macroeconomic developments
• Regulatory change, risk management and governance standards
• Environmental considerations and social welfare
• Evolving competitive landscape
• Strategy execution and alignment

8
13

Decent
Work and
Climate
Economic
Action Growth

17

16
14

CAPITALS IMPACTED

Life Below
Peace,
Justice
Water
and
Strong
Institutions

Partnerships
for the Goals

Note: Figures are as at 30 June 2021

How we have engaged with authorities and economic agents
• Continuous support to the development and modernisation of economic sectors and financial jurisdictions across the Group’s presence
countries
• Contribution to the positioning of Mauritius as a credible and competitive International Financial Centre, along with dedicated assistance to
businesses transiting through Mauritius to conduct business across Africa
• Regular interactions and collaboration with authorities in our presence countries to implement support measures amidst the pandemic
• Strict compliance with relevant regulatory limits and guidelines relating notably to business operations, product development, market
development and risk management
• Perennity and soundness of our operations safeguarded along with full compliance with mandatory provisions and requirements
• Contribution to the strengthening of the regulatory framework through our close collaboration with the regulators
• Prompt attendance to regulatory reviews and response to matters raised
• Timely submission of reports to regulatory bodies and transparent relationships forged with them to promote adequate monitoring of our
activities and informed discussions about relevant issues
• Thought leadership publications, such as MCB Focus and ‘Lokal Rebound’, to shed light and raise awareness on topical issues
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Supporting
pandemic-hit economies

(FY 2020/21)
Contribution
to value added

~ 5%

of total
value added

~ 58%

of value added by the
banking sector

Paying taxes in support
of government revenue
mobilisation

~ 10%

of total
corporate tax paid

~ 60%

of special levy paid by
banks

Creating jobs on the
nationwide scale

~ 20%

of employment
in financial and
insurance activities

36%

of employment in the
banking sector

• We accompanied small, medium and
large-sized businesses facing up to
hardships and cash flow difficulties
to, as far as possible, remain afloat,
pursue their activities and mitigate
job losses.
• We interacted and collaborated
with Central Banks and the
authorities in our presence
countries (directly or through
banking and relevant business
associations) amidst concerted
endeavours to implement macrofinancial measures that are deemed
necessary to underpin supply of
credit and the delivery of dedicated
clients solutions, after making
allowance for new realities and
requirements engendered by the
pandemic.

Notes:
(i) Total corporate tax paid includes levies charged on income but excludes our indirect contribution
induced by tax paid by our suppliers
(ii) The estimates do not cater for the indirect implications of the Bank’s operations and banking activities

Direct contribution of MCB Seychelles on the Seychellois economy
(2020)

~ 1.8%

of total
value added

~ 30%

of value added by
the financial and
insurance activities

~ 10%

of employment in
the financial and
insurance activities

Note: Figures displayed above are indicative, based on officially-reported data and MCB staff estimates.

Supporting businesses
across economic sectors

3+6+1137182341215
32+13+11107649
3%

1%

7%

5%

6%

11%

Rs 288
billion

total loans and advances
to customers

12%

3%

4%

7%

18%

23%

Rs 162
billion

loans and advances to
corporates in Mauritius

Note: Figure includes corporate notes

Rs 7.4
billion

loans and advances
to SMEs (MCB Ltd)

Figures are as at 30 June 2021

4%
4%
4%

9%

32%

6%

7%

10%

13%

11%
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Direct contribution of MCB Ltd to the Mauritian economy
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Agriculture and fishing
Manufacturing
Tourism
Transport
Construction
Financial and business services
Traders
Personal and professional
Housing
Foreign governments
GBL holders
Others

Wholesale and retail trade; and repair
of motor vehicles and motorcycles
Manufacturing
Administrative and support service activities
Construction
Accomodation and food service activities
Professional, scientific and technical activities
Real estate activities
Education
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Others
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Delivering on our strategic objectives
WHAT THEY EXPECT FROM US …

EMPLOYEES

~3,700

4%

Employees
(51% Female)

Employee
turnover rate

• Safe, positive and inspiring working conditions and operations supported
by flexible work practices
• An empowering and enabling environment that embraces diversity and
inclusivity
• Fair treatment and strict adherence to meritocracy principles
• Reasonable reward and career advancement structures and
opportunities

KEY OBJECTIVES AND METRICS …

30%

96%

Women in middle
and senior
management
(MCB Ltd)

Employee
retention rate

• A diverse and inclusive employee profile
• Employee retention and turnover rates
• Employee satisfaction and engagement surveys
• Sustainable workplace solutions, including reduced office footprint
• Workforce equipped with future-ready skills
• Training and development hours per employee

~ 17,800
Number of courses
completed on ‘Percipio’
(our online learning platform)

Material matters
•Implications of the pandemic and macroeconomic developments
•Regulatory change, risk management and governance standards
•Strategy execution and alignment
•Changing world of work
•Environmental considerations and social welfare

SDGs IMPACTED
13
5

Climate
Gender
Action
Equality

10

CAPITALS IMPACTED

8
14

Decent
Work and
Life Below
Economic
Water Growth

Reduced
Inequalities

Note: Figures are as at 30 June 2021

How we have engaged with employees
• Continuous efforts to attract, develop and retain talents as well as empower them to deliver their best
• Regular engagement with staff to adequately understand and respond to their needs, via surveys and culture audit
• Dedicated initiatives, notably as part of the ongoing HR Transformation Programme, to promote an environment of trust, high aspiration and
achievement and foster strategic talent acquisition
• Reinforcement of human resource frameworks, in support of enhanced operational efficiencies and sound business growth
• Upgrades to our learning and training framework to equip employees in order to better respond to evolving customer needs
• Continuous enrichment of training courses available to employees, notably through the MCB Institute of Finance and ‘Percipio’, as well as
lectures delivered by international experts
• Adherence by the employees of MCB Ltd to the Bank’s Code of Conduct and the National Code of Banking Practice
• Fair and robust remuneration philosophy in place to reward our employees, in line with market conditions and meritocracy principles
• Support from the Change Management Office to cater for the impact of change from a people perspective to ensure a smooth transition
following the implementation of transformation initiatives
• Provision of a range of fringe benefits to our employees, including the employee share option scheme
• Promotion of a balanced and diversified workforce in terms of gender, age group and experience to tap into a wide range of knowledge, skills
and specialist competencies and support our business strategies
• Flexible Working Arrangements (FWA) available to our employees, including flexi-time, staggered hours, hot desking, and ‘Work From Home’
initiative (implemented under specific conditions)
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Upskilling and employee development

Talent
Management

Rollout of our Grow! Programme for
People Managers to empower them with
the key tools and principles of talent
management
(Entailed 360 feedback, debrief sessions
with international consultants, creation of
Individual Development Plans)

Leadership
brand

Launch of Lead with Impact Academy
to further entrench the MCB Leadership
Brand and promote desired leadership
behaviours

Digital
learning

Implementation of a digital learning
experience platform (Percipio) to enhance
accessibility to learning

Specialised
learning

Deployment of bespoke learning solutions
and set-up of capability academies (e.g.
Digital Academy) to support MCB’s shift to
a more specialised organisation

Performance management

Enhanced
performance
management
system

Review of philosophy, with focus
based on results (team and individual
objectives, and special assignments)
and attributes (desirable and essential
competencies)

Additional key changes
• Simplified performance scoring
• Continuous feedback from the manager
• Stakeholder feedback

Employee well-being
Staff welfare
and quality of
life

COVID-19
measures

• Provision of a support unit comprising an in-house Psychologist and Wellness Coordinators
• Launch of a wellness track within the MCB St Jean premises
• Availability of staff offers for, namely, leisure activities
• Set up of an Employee Solidarity Fund to support our employees and their families impacted by adverse, unexpected events

Safeguarding employee well-being:
• Adoption of Work From Home practices and split/rotating teams
• Adherence to strict health and safety protocols across premises as per our COVID-19 Emergency Protocol Guide
• Provision of remote medical advice and assistance
• Reinforced role of the Wellness Unit to provide guidance on COVID-19 related matters
• Facilitation of the vaccination exercise to encourage employees to get vaccinated so as to protect themselves as well
as their colleagues and people in their surroundings
Raising awareness among employees:
• Dedicated COVID-19 information page on Workplace
• Awareness videos and webinar on the importance of vaccination
• Vaccination status for MCB Group in Mauritius as at end of August 2021: ~78%
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Key measures deployed during the period under review
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Delivering on our strategic objectives
Zoom on gender equality initiatives

Our target
At least

40% of women in middle and senior management roles at MCB Ltd by 2026

Key enablers
• Adoption of the Gender Diversity Charter of the Africa CEO Forum - Women Working
for Change
• Action plan based on the Gender Equality Self-assessment evaluation conducted with
the AFD
• Cross-functional working group to promote gender-related initiatives

Main initiatives (FY 2020/21)
• Paternity leave doubled to 10 days, with the leaves extended to unmarried fathers and a
widened timeframe during which the leave can be taken
• Set up of 2 lactation rooms at the two MCB main sites, for mothers returning to work
after maternity leave
• Internal survey on gender and diversity to understand our employees’ perceptions on
the differences relating to conditions at work between men and women
• Provision of various online awareness and training sessions for our employees and
leaders on gender equality related topics such as unconscious bias, diversity and women
in leadership, and the business case for gender diversity
• Analysis on the importance of women to the economic development of Mauritius and
fostering an inclusive society in our ‘MCB Focus’ publication
• Launch of ‘Lean-In Circles’, a platform for women to share their experiences in order to
progress together
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During FY 2020/21, the Group entities continued to place significant emphasis on addressing the challenges posed by the pandemic for
their operations. Concomitantly, they adapted their business development approach and strived to progress on their strategic pillars.
Whilst exercising market vigilance and reinforcing risk management, the Group further diversified its exposures, upgraded its inherent
capabilities for growth and pursued its sustainability agenda. In particular, the Group has made notable headway in strengthening its regional
involvement, alongside consolidating its leadership banking position in Mauritius and affirming its prominence in the provision of nonbank financial services. In the process, we further leveraged internal synergies, with focus laid on: (i) tapping into need-based cross-selling
avenues; (ii) the adaptation of client solutions across geographies; and (iii) the provision of integrated solutions emanating from business
lines and entities, mainly in relation to investor-related services and the Group’s ‘Bank of Banks’ value proposition, which is currently being
reviewed. In the same vein, dedicated Group platforms and forums are being established to facilitate coherent and seamless execution of
the Group’s strategy on specific endeavours while promoting alignment around common themes.

Banking cluster
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MCB Ltd

Financial performance

Rs 6.7 billion

Highlights

DELIVERING ON OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Our performance across entities

Talent
Contribution
Management
to
MCB Group
profits

+2.4%

Talent
Operating
Management
income

+7.5%

Talent
Operating
Management
expenses

-4.5%

Talent
Impairment
Management
charges

+14.0%

Talent
Gross loans
Management
to customers

+28.0%
Talent

Total
Management
deposits

Despite the difficult market conditions, the Bank posted a satisfactory performance, with net profit remaining close to last year’s level.
As a result, the Bank’s contribution to Group results amounted to Rs 6,734 million. Whilst the Bank maintained its prudent approach by
building additional buffers in the form of Expected Credit Losses, with its cost of risk standing at 1.4%, this performance was supported by
operating income growing by 2.4%. The latter was underpinned by our sound business model and our diversification strategy. Net interest
income rose by 2.8%, mainly due to increased investment in Government securities amidst the high liquidity situation and the expansion in
our international loan book, which was, however, offset by lower margins following a drop in LIBOR. Notwithstanding a 15.6% rise in net fee
and commission income linked to increased revenue from regional trade financing and wealth management activities, non-interest income
went up by only 1.7%, owing to a significant decline in profit on exchange and dampened performance in respect of financial instruments, on
the back of market volatilities. With ongoing capacity building initiatives contributing to a growth of 7.5% in operating expenses, our cost
to income ratio edged up but remained relatively low at 34.1%. In general and as a major source of satisfaction in view of the challenging
context, the Bank preserved its financial soundness as evidenced by comfortable capital adequacy ratios, relatively stable asset quality and
healthy liquidity and funding positions.
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Delivering on our strategic objectives
Our business development

The financial performance registered by the Bank was underpinned by sustained and thoughtful efforts to deploy its business expansion
strategy alongside coping with the difficult and dynamic operating context. With a resurgence of COVID-19 cases in the local community
and the introduction of a second lockdown in March 2021, the Bank remained focused on safeguarding the health and safety of employees
and clients while ensuring an unwavering service delivery and propping up activities across markets.
On the domestic front, we continued to devote attention to finding optimal ways towards supporting our clients in these testing times,
with the Bank being subject to pressures on the level and quality of credit demand in both the retail and corporate segments. At the same
time, we took several initiatives to upgrade our value proposition across segments by notably leveraging digital solutions and platforms.
Our international business remained resilient and expanded further, underpinned by our sound business model and credentials. Along the
way, we maintained our thrust to reinforce our internal capabilities for growth. In addition to investing in best of breed technologies and
deploying our HR Transformation Programme to build our human capital, the Bank proceeded with strengthening its risk management and
compliance framework and reorganised some functions for a better alignment with set ambitions. Besides implementing the new operating
model for the Corporate and Institutional Banking SBU as well as for the Finance SBU, the Bank initiated a rethinking of the positioning of
the Securities Services function within the organisation to foster an enhanced and integrated wealth offering.
Looking ahead, market and economic conditions are likely to remain challenging, although a gradual improvement in the operating
environment is foreseen after factoring in the reopening of borders and the progressive pickup in economic activities locally. While
maintaining our quest to promote a seamless customer experience, we seek to help the country build back better into a greener and smarter
economy. We will pursue our international expansion strategy, building on the expertise we have nurtured and leveraging the Mauritian
jurisdiction. In the same vein, we aim to diversify our revenue streams by boosting our non-interest income activities, notably linked to
wealth management, global markets and payments services. Overall, the Bank sets out to uphold its financial soundness by ensuring
balanced business growth, with sustainability considerations to be also embedded as a key value driver in our activities.

Delivering on our growth pillars

The following sections shed light on underlying initiatives deployed by MCB Ltd to realise its growth aspirations across its strategic pillars
amidst the testing operating landscape.
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Extend our frontiers

Deliver a world-class
customer experience
through digital

Nurture our values
and deliver on our
brand promise

Consolidating our domestic positioning
and pursuing our regional diversification
agenda by exploring new growth avenues

Embedding digital innovation and
technology as a key enabler of enriched
customer service quality and relationships

Strengthening the MCB franchise and
cementing the organisation as a positive
brand, while entrenching sustainability in
our DNA and our behaviours
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Extend our frontiers

The different lines of business of the Bank were effective in implementing their roadmap for the year and generally achieved their objectives
after making allowance for the repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic on their operations.

Corporate and Institutional Banking
This business line posted a noteworthy performance during the last financial
year in spite of the tough context, as gauged by an appreciable growth in
its exposures and deposit base. While efforts in the domestic market were
geared towards helping customers confront the difficult market conditions,
the Bank made interesting strides in furthering its foreign-sourced activities.
In addition to increasing our penetration in traditional markets and
deepening our relationships with existing clients, we made further progress
in extending our customer base across segments and geographies. To this
end, we capitalised on our competencies, customised solutions, investmentgrade status, wide network of correspondent banks including over 100 in
Africa, the Group’s foreign presence via its subsidiaries and associates as
well as our Representative Offices. With respect to the latter, the upgrade
of our Representative Office license in the Dubai International Financial
Centre (DIFC) to Advisory Office under Category 4, in September 2021,
should equip the Bank with an enhanced scope of intervention and promote
closer proximity with clients and business partners across targeted market
segments. We have also initiated moves during the year to apply for a license
to set up a representative office in Nigeria, in view of our already extensive
involvement in the country and the interesting business opportunities in
West Africa.

DELIVERING ON OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
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The Dubai International Financial Centre is home to MCB’s Dubai Office,
covering the Middle East, North Africa and Asia Region

A key focus during the year pertained to the implementation of a new organisation structure for the Corporate and Institutional Banking SBU.
The new operating model seeks to enhance our capabilities to meet increasing challenges and tap into new opportunities as MCB continues its
international expansion alongside better serving our clients and responding to their specific needs. The SBU’s coverage has been reorganised and
now consists of teams focusing on: (i) Mauritian & Regional Corporates (MRC); (ii) Global & International Corporates (GIC); (iii) Specialised Finance
(which comprises Energy & Commodities financing as well as Power & Infrastructure financing); and (iv) Financial Institutions and Syndication.
As part of the restructuring exercise, the Bank has also set up and operationalised a dedicated Global Transactional Banking unit with a view to
boosting MCB’s transactional banking business and its fee-based value proposition.
Reflecting our strategic intent of being the preferred partner for our clients, we consolidated our leading positioning locally in respect of domestic
credit to corporates, with our market share standing at around 44% as at 30 June 2021. The MRC team provided support through dedicated
facilities and helped corporates build resilience and steer their business amidst the prevailing challenging context. At the same time, the desk
financed key projects across various segments that are reshaping the domestic and regional landscape and generating economic growth. We
prudently expanded our exposures in various sectors and accompanied our clients in their capacity building moves, restructuring initiatives and
strategic undertakings, including expansion endeavours in the Group’s presence countries.
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Delivering on our strategic objectives
During the year, the GIC team pursued its engagement with global business entities, trusts and foundations leveraging Mauritius as a
gateway for undertaking business within and into Africa, and ventures beyond. Our market development initiatives have been underpinned
by adapted solutions and enhanced client interactions. As a key endeavour, the team embarked on a comprehensive realignment exercise
aimed at reviewing its client segmentation, upgrading its value proposition and determining an optimal go-to-market approach. The objective
is to bolster the Bank’s positioning vis-à-vis companies leveraging Mauritius as an International Financial Centre (IFC) of substance by
optimising the existing client ecosystem while tapping into new business openings. In this respect, we made notable inroads regarding our
strategy to be the partner of choice for international corporates willing to do business and invest in Africa, notably through the development
of new relationships with anchor clients such as private equity funds and large multinational corporates in Europe and Asia.
Our Specialised Finance team continued to build on its excellent track record to further entrench its commodity trade finance activity and
strengthen its position as a prominent player within the Oil & Gas upstream value chain. As a key achievement, we further widened and
deepened our involvement in Energy and Commodities financing, by capitalising on (i) our broad experience as one of the leading providers
of financing for the importation of Oil & Gas in the Indian Ocean and Africa; and (ii) our solid credentials and expertise as a privileged partner
for direct and joint financing of Oil & Gas transactions in the region. Beyond consolidating the trade finance segment of our portfolio, we
made solid inroads into the African Oil & Gas structured debt market. We gradually gained more market acceptance as we kept on playing a
more prominent role in leading and structuring transactions, thereby helping clients grow, recover, adapt, adjust or reshape their business
during one of the most challenging periods for Oil & Gas markets. With regard to our Power & Infrastructure activities, we continued to play
an increasing role in addressing Africa’s infrastructure needs while providing support to our clients for their infrastructure investments in
our key geographical markets, including energy projects contributing to the transition towards cleaner energy and improving electrification
rate on the continent.
In parallel, MCB continued to consolidate its syndication offering and strengthen its position as lead arranger with financial institutions.
The Financial Institutions and Syndication team developed stronger business networks with FIs, DFIs and other partners as well as key
intermediaries across African and Asian markets for enhanced market intelligence, enriched value offering and servicing a larger pool of
international corporates. The syndicated facility of USD 1 billion recently secured by the Bank bears testimony to the close ties nurtured
with these counterparts. As another key highlight, the Bank further positioned itself as an international player in the syndicated loan market
by joining the Loan Market Association (LMA) as a full-fledged member since October 2020. With the key objective of improving liquidity,
efficiency and transparency in the primary and secondary syndicated loan markets in Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA), the LMA
has over 750 member institutions from 65 countries, with members comprising commercial and investment banks, institutional investors,
law firms, service providers and rating agencies.
MCB has, in close connection with the Group, remained an active promoter of the ‘Bank of Banks’ initiative, which consists of providing a
palette of adapted solutions to financial institution counterparts, notably those operating in Africa. To underpin our strategic endeavours,
we pursued image and relationship-building exercises to showcase our value proposition and capabilities. Africa Forward Together (AFT),
the Group’s flagship seminar with African bankers, reinvented itself in the wake of the pandemic and went digital.
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Specialised Finance

Supporting economic progress in Africa

We pride ourselves in being an African institution that is resolutely committed to the development of the continent. As such, we continued
to participate in and contribute to Africa’s transformation agenda by providing customised financial solutions that helped to underpin the
realisation of projects geared towards the development of economic sectors, accelerating productive investments, boosting intra-African
trade and stimulating the social and environmental progress of the targeted countries. In doing so, we continue to build strong and longlasting relationships and forge active partnerships with banks and external parties on the continent. Some landmark deals that we struck
during FY 2020/21 are outlined below:
Supporting Senegal in its electrification efforts
MCB facilitated Senegal’s endeavour to improve its national electrification rate through a USD 60 million participation in a syndicated
project finance facility of USD 140 million to operate a 235 MW Powership along the shores of Dakar. MCB was not only a co-mandated
lead arranger but provided the highest loan commitment. The Powership is contributing to around 15% of Senegal’s electricity supply. The
Powership will soon shift from the use of heavy fuel oil to gas. This fuel switch-over will generate material reduction in Senegal’s fuel bill with
positive spill-over effect on electricity costs. Being the first power generation plant fueled by gas, the Powership is laying the foundation
stone of Senegal’s plan to diversify its energy mix while also cutting carbon emissions.
Contributing towards Nigeria’s industrialisation
MCB participated in the structuring of a c. USD 255 million dual tranche Facility Agreement to finance the development of a landmark
midstream project in the eastern area of the Niger Delta Basin. The gas infrastructure company – a joint venture between a parastatal and
a leading energy player in Nigeria – is strategically located near prolific upstream fields and existing infrastructures such as gas pipelines
connected to the country’s main demand centres. The joint venture will purchase wet gas from a neighboring upstream field and sell
spec gas to the domestic gas market, liquefied petroleum gas at fence to local customers and condensate on the international markets.
The addition of this 300MMscfd processing capacity will support the Nigerian Federal Government’s drive to increase gas supply in the
domestic market and unlock over 1,200MW of gas constrained power generation capacity. This milestone project will thus foster local
economic development and employment through provision of gas to industrial consumers, providing significant and visible benefits to the
host countries’ inhabitants.
Further boosting regional trade
MCB deepened its involvement in providing adapted financing solutions to facilitate the import of refined petroleum products and liquefied
petroleum gas in its core African markets. Thanks to its consistent and proactive client-centric approach, MCB adjusted its offering and
continued to accompany its clients trading with African countries despite the challenging operating context which characterised FY2020/21.
MCB has therefore gradually turned into one of the leading structured trade finance providers to refined petroleum product suppliers to
Kenya and Nigeria, with sizeable market shares in its other targeted countries as well.
MCB Group Limited Annual Report 2021
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The 11th edition of AFT, themed ‘Building Resilience Together’
was built around 4 webinars and leveraged our network as a
platform to share collective experience and guide banks’ efforts
for the ‘new normal’ in the post-COVID world. Going forward,
the Group is looking to broaden the scope of the AFT brand
and review its ‘Bank of Banks’ strategy in order to reinforce the
partnership framework with its Financial Institutions network.
As a key enabler to our business development initiatives, we
endeavoured to upgrade our product and service offerings
alongside enhancing efficiency across the value chain. In this
respect, the newly created Global Transactional Banking
unit set out to bolster our cash management and global trade
solutions and reinforce sales support to the coverage teams.
Towards this end, inroads were made in improving the endto-end transactional processes by way of the review of forms
and templates (including smart functionalities), development of
dashboards and reinforcement of capabilities like host-to-host
integration. The Bank is making further headway in harnessing
data and machine learning capabilities to enrich our interactions
with corporate clients while unveiling opportunities for more
business and cross-selling. At another level, the Credit Analysis
and Structuring unit is being strengthened into a technical
centre of excellence made of specialist teams offering insights
and tailormade solutions to clients on credit structuring. In
parallel, the Bank is optimising the structure of support teams
across the corporate value chain as well as workflows and
processes to better support the ambitions of the new operating
model. An Account Specialist team was also created to reinforce
our compliance framework and help coverage teams to focus on
client interactions and business development. Furthermore, we
delivered a broadening range of adapted structured treasury
solutions to meet the evolving needs of our clients, alongside
further disseminating our electronic forex platform, i.e. MCB
Wave, which treasurers leverage as an all-in-one digital and
day-to-day tool to manage trading requirements. We deployed
new features on the platform to enhance digital forex trading
capabilities for clients namely in terms of FX Forward and Swaps
offerings. We are also expanding the palette of currencies
in which MCB can do business by leveraging the extensive
network of banking partners and their platforms.

Pursuing our ‘Bank of Banks’ strategy
In July 2021, a USD 20 million loan was successfully signed between
MCB Ltd and Bank of Kigali Plc. The aim of this loan is to provide
additional liquidity to Bank of Kigali Plc and facilitate the execution
of its lending strategy. Bank of Kigali Plc remains a systemically
important bank in Rwanda and injection of the funds into the
economy will likely boost growth and development.
This transaction is one among the many partnership areas MCB
Group has had with the Bank of Kigali Plc over the years as part of
its ‘Bank of Banks’ strategy. The two institutions have established
an excellent relationship and the interactions span across various
spectrums of banking activities and more specialised advisory
services from MCB Consulting and MCB Capital Markets.
Overall, through its ‘Bank of Banks’ initiative, the Group partnered
with and assisted 80 financial institutions worldwide, including
65 in Africa, spanning 36 countries in FY 2020/21. We enabled
clients to gain access to state-of-the-art services offered by various
Group entities, thus helping them to underpin capacity building and
business growth initiatives, while accessing industry best practices.
The Group has serviced financial institutions across the following
regions:

81+9+81
1% 1%

8%

9%

81%

Africa
Asia
Middle East
Europe
America

On another note and in line with our sustainability ambitions, we are currently in the process of elaborating a distinct sustainable finance
strategy for our corporate, institutional and investment banking activities. This would encompass (i) an adapted Sustainable Finance value
proposition; (ii) an assessment of client portfolios and targeted initiatives to accompany their transition towards ESG compliance and carbon
neutrality; and (iii) the integration of ESG considerations into decision-making pertaining to profitability, risk and capital.
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With customers in this segment being quite vulnerable to the ramifications of the pandemic and recognising their significance in the
economy, the Bank strived to provide adapted solutions to help them navigate through these turbulent moments. Backed by a thorough
understanding of client requirements, an enriched value proposition and reinforced business partnerships, the Bank cemented its positioning
as the foremost financial service provider for SMEs and MMEs in Mauritius. MCB is ranked 1st amongst the 12 participating banks in respect
of credit facilities outstanding under the Government–backed SME Financing Scheme, with a corresponding market share of 47.3% posted
during the December 2011 – June 2021 period. We pursued initiatives allowing us to act as the trusted business partner towards assisting
our clients to start, manage and grow their businesses, while promoting entrepreneurship and boosting local production in the country.
To better respond to our customers’ daily transactional and other banking
needs, more features have been added to MCB JuicePro, our mobile banking
app for SMEs. In addition to beneficiaries management and Scan to Pay, amongst
others, we recently launched the first digital SME lending product, Express
Overdraft, which will allow entrepreneurs to apply for and obtain an overdraft
facility within 4 working days. Eligible Business Banking customers will be able
to apply for an overdraft facility up to Rs 1 million on the app, with facilities up
to Rs 200,000 being unsecured. This new product requires no documents to be
physically handed by the customers with the document preparation process
being fully automated. During the year, we also deployed a swift onboarding
process and focused our commercial efforts to equip SME clients with an array
of payment acceptance solutions adapted to their needs including mobile
payments acceptance, secured payment links to accept online payments, a fullfledged online payment gateway and point-of-sale terminals to accept card
payments. In this respect, it is worth highlighting that we have successfully
completed the extension of ‘till integration’. The latter integrates our electronic
payment terminals directly with the merchant’s cash register, which improves
the speed of pay alongside eliminating the risk of typing errors and facilitating
reconciliation. As a key achievement towards boosting the expertise of our
clients and creating a durable ecosystem, MCB launched ‘Punch’, a B2B online
marketplace developed in collaboration with local SMEs. Through the ‘Punch’
platform, our local entrepreneurs can find solutions to business challenges, make
meaningful connections and have access to interesting resources for growth.

DELIVERING ON OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Business Banking
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Punch is a multi-sided platform and is open to all local entrepreneurs from
micro businesses to mid-market enterprises

MCB continued to fund the ‘Made in Moris’ campaign to promote the diversity and quality of local production while encouraging solidarity,
particularly amidst such challenging times. The campaign emphasised the vital role of local businesses in guaranteeing the island’s food
security and domestic job supply, as well as the key contribution of Mauritians in supporting local businesses through their consumption
choices. Furthermore, in our quest to increase proximity to and interactions with our clients, we created a full-fledged SME Hub in Rodrigues
in collaboration with MCB Microfinance Ltd.
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Retail
Operating within challenging conditions, the Retail SBU continued to lay a prime
focus on preserving adequate service levels, especially during the lockdown
period amidst strict sanitary measures to protect clients and employees. From
a commercial perspective, it endeavoured to maintain the health and resilience
of its loan portfolios while also having to deal with heightened competitive
pressures in the wake of the excess liquidity situation in the country. Yet, the
Bank maintained its prominent market positioning in the retail segment through
the execution of its strategic intents. Alongside reflecting our strong brand, this
was underpinned by (i) strengthened operational and commercial capabilities;
(ii) further moves to transform the branch experience; (iii) increased recourse
to innovative technologies; (iv) a continuously refined value proposition; and (v)
bolstered risk management processes. As a key focus area, we pursued efforts to
upgrade and promote our digital channels towards offering increasingly seamless
experiences to our clients. We remained active on the payments scene by allowing
clients to make and accept payments in a quick and convenient way through
multiple channels. In July 2021, we released an entirely new ‘JuiceByMCB’
application rebranded as ‘MCB Juice’, which is built on an omni-channel platform.
‘MCB Juice’ is home to over 25 features and illustrations carefully crafted by our
designers and inspired by local artists. The application is bestowed with increased
performance capabilities, a simple user experience and the potential to scale with
a range of new features (read more on pages 80 and 81).

MCB’s new branch at Beau Plan blends traditional and digital banking
services and hosts a meeting place for customers in the region

In addition to maintaining our strong market foothold with respect to educational loans, we upheld our leadership position in the mortgage
field, with our market share for housing loans standing at around 34% as at end-June 2021. During the year, the Bank refined the appeal
of its mortgage solution with the launch of a new app for housing loan requests, backed by a series of workflow automation initiatives
for faster approval and disbursement of loans and a simpler end-to-end customer journey (read more on pages 80 and 81). As part of our
efforts to boost sales effectiveness, the Bank launched ‘Next Best Offer’ (NBO), an advanced analytics tool, which allows for cross-selling
opportunities based on customer profiles. In parallel, we consolidated our outbound team for increased campaigns and NBO leads nurturing
and conversion. Towards upholding our strategic positioning, the Bank opened a resolutely modern branch at Beau Plan that seeks to
offer a unique banking experience, notably by leveraging our digital capabilities and providing a connected and friendly space to facilitate
exchanges with customers. Besides, we further reduced waiting time in branches through a series of initiatives such as the Appointment
Booking System (ABS) and the e-KYC app for greeters while also simplifying the customer onboarding process, resulting in a significant drop
in serving time. In our quest to improve customer satisfaction, we are also pursuing efforts to gear up the capabilities and channel coverage
of our Contact Centre, the role of which has gained increasing prominence since the beginning of the pandemic, being one of the first contact
points to respond to customer queries and address their needs (by phone, email and social media).
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Notwithstanding the challenging operating environment and unsteady financial
market conditions, the Bank made further progress towards entrenching its
position as the trusted lifetime partner for its affluent and high net worth customer
base. It capitalised on its differentiating service quality and bespoke offerings,
including its sophisticated range of investment and wealth management solutions.
In support of its growth ambitions, the Private Banking and Wealth Management
(PBWM) SBU undertook a transformation programme aimed at reinforcing
its strategic positioning and better addressing the needs of its growing and
increasingly diverse client base across markets. As part of this initiative, the Bank
is gearing up its value proposition, anchored on a reviewed customer segmentation that notably caters for fiscal residence, reinforced
system and people capabilities and increased operational efficiencies. As a major milestone, MCB unveiled its ‘M’ brand. Introduced by
means of a comprehensive rebranding campaign, ‘M’ embodies a new approach to private banking built around a relationship of trust with
High Net Worth (HNW) clients. By designing a holistic profile for each ‘M’ customer, this allows the Bank to adequately understand its
clients’ aspirations and provide relevant and successful banking and wealth solutions. Services provided are adapted to every client’s unique
situation, enabling our clients to protect, transmit and grow their assets. In addition to exclusive products and services meant for their dayto-day needs such as premium cards and ‘My Conciergerie’, ‘M’ clients are offered tailored financing and investment solutions. Indeed, they
benefit from a range of wealth management offerings such as financial planning, discretionary and non-discretionary management, a fund
selection service and access to exclusive Private Equity deals. Moreover, ‘M’ embraces the open architecture approach, which gives clients
the ability to customise their investment strategies.
We pursued our international expansion and reinforced our presence in the Middle East, North Africa and Asia regions by leveraging our
Representative Offices. Furthermore, underpinning the Bank’s strategic intent of widening its private banking and wealth management
activities internationally, our External Asset Managers (EAM) team has developed strong network and relationships with asset managers
and international brokers across geographical locations for various asset classes, including equities, bonds, structured products, mutual
funds, amongst others. With a view to strengthening our positioning on the tax landscape and further consolidating our client base through
adapted offerings, we recently on-boarded an external tax support service provider to bolster related services, by way of inter alia tailored
trainings, advice on international rulings and ongoing support.
We further leveraged organisational synergies and increased intra-bank partnerships towards enhancing client experience, enriching the
palette of wealth management services and harnessing business development avenues via cross-selling opportunities in key target markets.
For instance, through increased in-house collaboration, we were able to leverage advisory services, notably on fixed income instruments
and market analysis. With a view to offering differentiated service levels, the Bank pursued its digitalisation endeavours and geared up its
efforts, both in terms of technical capabilities and resource mobilisation, to accelerate the execution of earmarked projects that will allow
clients to undertake trading transactions remotely through state of the art technology.
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Delivering on our strategic objectives
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Deliver a world-class customer
experience through digital

We have further expanded our digital footprint and continued to promote operational excellence and innovation as a key tenet for fostering
enriched customer service quality and relationships, with the key objective of ensuring that clients’ needs are fulfilled in a fast, convenient
and simple manner. We catalysed the shift from physical to digital banking and supported the transition of Mauritius to a cash-lite society
through our digitally enhanced payment offerings.
Pursuing our Digital Transformation Programme
We have made further inroads in the execution of an ambitious roadmap of initiatives as part of our Digital Transformation Programme
(DTP), which we had embarked on back in 2018. The DTP is spearheaded by our Digital Factory, which serves as an incubator for embedding
customer-centric operations across the Bank by redefining end-to-end customer journeys. Anchored on a culture of startup, while
favouring a co-creation paradigm, it consists of people with a broad mix of competencies across various fields and encompasses dedicated
cross-functional and co-located teams, emanating from various segments of the Bank working in squads. During the year under review,
we progressed on the development of our customer journeys with due emphasis laid on Change Management, across business units and
the Bank in general. We continued to improve our products and services from a digital perspective while enhancing the efficiency of our
internal processes. We further reinforced underlying enablers as evidenced by investment in enabling technologies and platforms alongside
establishing or empowering dedicated units to facilitate an effective transformation such as the Data Business Unit (BU) and Customer Lab.
The Data BU has been set up to shore up the Bank’s data management capabilities towards promoting availability, reusability and integrity
of data for users. The objective is to help MCB leverage data as a strategic asset, including the use of advanced analytics to address businessrelated use cases and to underpin business growth and risk management. Key milestones achieved include the roll-out of the first analyticsenabled digital journeys whereby the latter were enhanced by predictive analytics, notably credit scoring and cross-selling models, and
deployment of an analytics-enabled cross-selling tool for front-liners, supported by a proper governance framework with the setting up
of a Data Committee to oversee data strategy and approach to uphold data quality and integrity. Additionally, more than 8 enterprise
dashboards have been deployed to provide insights across the customer, profitability and transactions dimensions (Read more on page 82).
In line with the Bank’s aim to nurture customer-centricity and foster a culture of continuous improvement, our Customer Lab made further
headway in embedding customer feedback and experience in our operating model and core processes. We combined user research with
co-creation opportunities and design experimentation to re-imagine customer experiences, drive new product development and enable
strategic planning.
As another key undertaking, we made further inroads in entrenching an agile way of working across the organisation, backed by our newly
set up Digital Academy, training programmes and the experience garnered during the last three years. This enhanced collaborative way of
working has brought about several advantages such as better alignment across teams, increased staff engagement, improved productivity,
amongst others. We are thus expanding agile practices beyond the Digital Factory and the Business Banking Tribe to other areas of the
Bank as appropriate. We have also been present on this front in the local community through participation in the Gender Initiatives Working
Group and in the establishment of the Agile Mauritius community group.
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The Bank avails of cutting-edge technologies across the value chain, by continuously
upgrading its IT systems and infrastructure to enhance operational efficiency levels
and improve customer service quality.
To underpin our digital transformation journey and enable an omni-channel
ecosystem, MCB has adopted Backbase, which is a leading and award-winning
digital engagement banking platform, to align all different banking channels from a
design, technological and process point of view. Backbase allows the integration and
orchestration of different channels for a seamless and efficient customer experience.
Other benefits include: (i) more options to transact and interact with the Bank –
every channel works cohesively to steer the customer journey in the same direction;
(ii) simplification of the on-boarding process; and (iii) a unified security architecture.
Furthermore, all debit cards were successfully migrated onto an upgraded version of
our Card Management System, which allows for increased integration and efficiency.
Adding to our strong credentials, the MCB Data Centre has been awarded the
Uptime Institute Tier III Certification of Design Documents, a first for the banking
sector on the island, stemming from a Tier Gap Analysis to benchmark our Data
Centre against international standards. MCB not only increased its hosting capacity
but also invested in building the resilience and concurrent maintainability of its air
conditioning plant and power distribution systems as per Tier III standards. Also as
a key catalyst in our digital transformation journey, we pursued our ‘Go to Cloud’
strategy and furthered the cloudification of our core platforms through the Oracle
Cloud solution. During the year under review, MCB has further expanded its Cloud
footprint through full integration with Microsoft, Oracle & IBM Clouds, making
MCB Hybrid Cloud adoption a reality in adherence to the recently published BoM
Guidelines on Outsourcing by Financial Institutions.

A strong and innovative
payment player
locally and in the region
The payments industry is undergoing
rapid changes with new products, players,
regulations and payment rails, such as the
Instant Payment System and MAUCAS
QR launched by the Bank of Mauritius.
We have also seen an acceleration in the
adoption of digital forms of payments
triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Against this backdrop, and in line with the
Bank’s ambitions to ‘deliver a world-class
customer experience through digital’, MCB
has launched a review of its payments
business, with the objective to reinforce
our position as a strong and innovative
payment player locally and in the region.
Payments is a core component of our value
proposition with MCB currently generating
more than 55% of payment flows on
the local landscape. Looking ahead, we
believe that the payments business can
play a key role in helping the Bank tap into
emerging opportunities through wideranging payment solutions, allowing all
customers, from the individual to SMEs
and corporates, to undertake transactions
in an easier, faster and safer way, while
contributing to transform Mauritius into a
cash-lite society.
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Our digital customer journeys

Since we embarked on our Digital Transformation
Programme, we have been redefining and
digitising end-to-end customer journeys, backed
by business process reviews and reengineering in
our Digital Factory

65%

22

2

20

Planned

Fully delivered

In progress

Weighted average
completion

3 years

150 employees

13

since inception of Digital Factory

(2018: 23)

squads

Update on selected customer journeys

CIB Transactional Payments delivered in February 2020

CIB Lending ongoing

•
Allows corporate customers to approve transactions faster
and on the go – SmartApprove won Best Adoption of Tools &
Governance at the Global Fintech Innovation Award 2020
• 87% International Funds Transfer Payment STP Rate

• Digitisation of the end-to-end corporate lending journey

SME Lending last updated in August 2021

MCB JuicePro last updated in August 2021

• MCB’s first digital lending product, Express Overdraft, that can
be fulfilled end-to-end digitally
• Eligible SMEs will be able to apply for an overdraft facility of up
to Rs 1 million on MCB JuicePro
• Takes 5 steps and at most 4 working days for the customer to
obtain the Express Overdraft

• New features added on our mobile app for SMEs such as Express
Overdraft, beneficiaries management, Scan to Pay, become a
merchant, cash flow graph etc.

Mortgage

MCB Juice last updated in September 2021

last updated in October 2020

• Digitisation of the end-to-end individual credit journey
• Customers applying online or in branch will have full visibility on
the status of their home loan through its lifetime
• Eligible customers can get an Approval In Principle within 48
hours upon online or in branch application

SME Account Opening delivered in July 2020
• Online account opening for Mauritian SMEs
• 2,600 accounts opened through the application in FY 2020/21
i.e. 83% of the total SME accounts opened

•
Rebuilt our mobile banking app on a new platform while
optimising customer flows and terminologies
• Part of a growing omni-channel ecosystem that is being put
in place to align all different banking channels from a design,
technological and process point of view

Key enablers in our digital transformation journey
A multi-year programme that will revisit the
way platforms are being managed across
the following areas, amongst others:
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• Channels: Backbase
• Core Banking Platform: Temenos Transact
• Human Capital: Oracle Fusion
• Cards: PowerCARD
• GMTM & PBWM: Upgrading of dedicated softwares

Juice 4.0 was recently launched as a result of migration to a new platform for an enhanced user
interface and experience

DELIVERING ON OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

397,566 users
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Our digital channels and platforms

Internet Banking enables clients to handle most of their transactions online wherever, whenever, 24/7

264,139 users
+8.1% y.o.y

2.9 million transactions
+2.4% y.o.y

MCB Juice is our mobile app for individuals with embedded state-of-the-art banking features.

+19.0% y.o.y
+30.4% 3-year CAGR

24.0 million transactions

+53.0% y.o.y

6,129 merchants
+147.2% y.o.y

MCB JuicePro is a seamless and user-friendly mobile app for our SME customers’ daily
transactional and other banking needs

7,921 users

~131,000 transactions

SmartApprove is a convenient and secure web-responsive app that allows authorised signatories
of companies to approve transactions electronically

981 registered users

39,389 approved transactions

Punch is our B2B digital marketplace, launched in 2021, enabling the community of entrepreneurs to
access new markets, opportunities and alternative sources of finance while also acting as a knowledge
centre to support them in their development
As at 31 August 2021:

565 entrepreneurs

75 growth partners

Enabling the low-touch way to pay...

+55.6% y.o.y
~5 million

>75%

of merchant POS devices
are contactless

8,402

contactless terminals

contactless transactions
+407.5% y.o.y

debit cardholders
transacting online

+35.8% y.o.y
merchants offering
online payments
Note: Figures above relate to FY2020/21 unless stated otherwise
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Leveraging data as a strategic asset
Through the operationalisation of a dedicated Data BU, the Bank improved data management and leveraged advanced analytics to drive
customer value, insights, and manage risk

2 years
since inception of
Data Business Unit

24

employees
(2018:3)

4

6

dedicated
analytics labs

Data journeys

priority data
domains launched

Completed

• Ongoing

Individuals

•

Cross-selling using advanced analytics
Segmentation using advanced analytics
Credit scoring for personal loans
Credit scoring for secured loans

SMEs

•

Credit scoring for for SME Lending
Segmentation for SME using advanced analytics

Corporate and Institutional Banking (CIB)

•

Intelligent dashboards centralising both static and dynamic client information
Cross-selling for CIB using advanced analytics

Risk & Anti-Money Laundering (AML)

•

Enhancement of AML monitoring using machine learning
Interactive dashboards and descriptive analytics for management of past dues
Provising and CAESL adjustment & reporting tool

Capacity building
through the MCB
Digital Academy
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• Holistic training & coaching were provided to our staff on Data Science
• Forthcoming data courses include the following:
• Data Engineering course–covering inter alia engineering pipeline across cloud
and on-premise storage; Devops, Datacops and Machine Learning Ops
• BI Specialist course–covering data modelling and visualisation across technologies
such as Microsoft Analysis Services & Power BI, IBM Cognos
• Analytics Translator course–aimed at preparing the next wave of analytics model
owners who will act as bridge between business and analytics team

Nurture our values and deliver
on our brand promise

In line with its purpose-driven approach, the Bank has remained committed to delivering a positive economic, social, environmental and
cultural impact, through its ongoing actions amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. MCB has further implemented its far-reaching Corporate
Sustainability Programme (CSP), launched in November 2018, on the back of a fitting operating framework and reinforced people capabilities.
On the governance front, the Remuneration, Corporate Governance, Ethics and Sustainability Committee (RCGESC) has been endowed
with a sub-committee on Corporate Sustainability to assist in the monitoring of the CSP and its implementation across the organisation.
In line with our ‘Success Beyond Numbers’ philosophy, we have executed key initiatives across three pillars: (i) development of a vibrant
and sustainable local economy; (ii) protection and valorisation of our environmental and cultural heritage; and (iii) promotion of individual
and collective well-being. In particular, as part of our climate commitment unveiled during last year’s ‘Klima’ conference and elaborated in
the ‘Klima Neutral 2050’ report, MCB has set an objective to achieve overall carbon neutrality for its direct operations by 2023, through
a mix of mitigation and offsetting actions. As a key move, MCB has taken the commitment to stop all new financing worldwide for coal
infrastructure and trade (metallurgical or thermal) as from 2022 and to make available a green credit scheme amounting to Rs 1 billion per
year over three years (2020-2022) for financing low-carbon transition projects for all economic sectors. We have also committed to invest
EUR 5 million in Livelihoods Carbon Fund 3 (LCF3), a carbon impact fund created by Livelihoods Funds with leading companies worldwide
joining forces to accelerate efforts on climate change mitigation and social impact. Our investment is expected to generate around 800,000
tonnes of carbon credits over the fund’s lifetime. These credits will be available for our own compensation and to clients willing to contribute
to carbon neutrality via a holistic carbon strategy. In June 2021, the Group launched its ‘Lokal Rebound’ study to better understand the
Mauritian productive fabric and promote local production and diversification. The findings of this report call for strengthening the country's
productive resilience - that is, its ability to develop alternatives in the wake of an economic shock. Additionally, the organisation adopted
the MCB Gender Equality Charter, with the objective of fostering equal opportunity and fairness, work-life flexibility and a safe and
respectful workplace. Moreover, the Bank sponsored the ‘Dreams Without Borders’ initiative, a mentoring programme, led by ‘Association
Mauricienne des Femmes Chefs d’Entreprises’, which aims at enhancing the skills of women entrepreneurs, notably in the field of digital
technology. We have also collaborated with the Mauritian Wildlife Foundation (MWF), committing to fund MWF’s conservation efforts of
our biodiversity over the next three years. In order to rally our customers to the cause, we launched the 'Your Card for Change' program,
through which each time a customer uses his MCB debit card, the Bank will donate money to help MWF finance its activities. The program
also introduced new polylactic acid biodegradable cards.

Read more in the ‘Creating value in a sustainable
way for our stakeholders’ section on page 52 to 68
Read more in the Sustainability Report on our website
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Delivering on our strategic objectives
MCB Madagascar

Financial performance

Rs 61 million

Highlights

Talent
Contribution
Management
to
MCB Group
profits

+14%

Talent
Operating
Management
income

+15%

Talent
Operating
Management
expenses

+43%

Talent
Impairment
Management
charges

+16%

Talent
Gross loans
Management
to customers

+28%
Talent

Total
Management
deposits

Despite the challenging operating environment, gross loans and advances increased by some 16% and the deposit book expanded by
28%, driven by ongoing commercial initiatives to tap into key corporate players. Within this context, net interest income increased by 8%,
contributing to a growth of 14% in operating income. The latter was boosted by an increase of 21% in net fee and commission income and
a substantial rise of 79% in profit arising from forex dealings, as a result of an increase in business activities and transactions owing to
the onboarding of several clients. Operating expenses registered an increase of 15% on the back of the deployment of several IT projects
and technological upgrades, as well as a rise in staff costs, in line with the expansion of the branch network and various recruitments in
support functions to strengthen growth capabilities. Overall, after accounting for the impairment charges of MGA 5.3 billion (Rs 55 million)
comprising of specific provisions and expected credit losses held on account of clients impacted by the pandemic, attributable profits for
the year stood at MGA 6.5 billion (Rs 68 million), with the contribution of MCB Madagascar to Group results amounting to Rs 61 million.

Main initiatives and achievements

Notwithstanding the difficult operating conditions, MCB Madagascar continued to broaden its presence in the country with the opening of a
new branch located in Anosizato to cater for the needs of SMEs and high net worth customers. Also, as part of the bank-wide implementation
of the ‘Kit of Parts’ concept, the branch in Tamatave was renovated to offer a more convivial and modern banking environment for enhanced
customer service. In line with its bid to extend its channel capabilities and reinforce proximity with clients, the bank has set up its first
offsite ATM at Hotel Neptune in Tamatave to better serve the second largest concentration of customers and activities in its network.
Moreover, the bank strived to consolidate its positioning in established market segments. Toward this end, the commercial team laid due
emphasis on accompanying corporates across sectors alongside pursuing the onboarding of new clients. Furthermore, a dedicated desk was
set up to service the new institutional segment which can avail of a special package backed by MCB service quality standards. Of note also,
MCB Madagascar further capitalised on its card offerings to encourage customers to opt for digital payment solutions, the more so in the
current context. To support its strategic thrusts, the bank further enhanced the efficiency of its operations, notably through the upgrade
of its Core Banking System and the implementation of new technological platforms, including a new Oracle Cloud ERP solution to improve
financial management, supply chain management and inventory management. In terms of capacity building, the bank remained focused on
reinforcing staff competencies, backed by tailored training courses while the HR transformation programme is being unfolded to ensure
that the growing workforce is well prepared to actively contribute to the realisation of growth endeavours.
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Financial performance

Rs 63 million

Highlights

Talent
Contribution
Management
to
MCB Group
profits

-12%

Talent
Operating
Management
income

+8%

Talent
Operating
Management
expenses

-45%

Talent
Impairment
Management
charges

+3%

Talent
Gross loans
Management
to customers

+100%
Talent

Total
Management
deposits
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MCB Maldives
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During the year under review, gross loans and advances registered a growth of 3% linked to disbursements to top tier clients during the
second semester, in line with the bank’s prudent lending strategy to mitigate credit risks amidst the challenging context. The deposit book
increased two-fold on the back of an increase in both local and foreign currency deposits, resulting into a 146% increase in cash and cash
equivalents and an 84% increase in investment securities mainly in the form of treasury bills. Against this backdrop and taking into account
fewer releases of interest in suspense compared to the previous year as the pandemic hampered anticipated debt recoveries, net interest
income dropped by 12%. This led to operating income falling by 12%, after also factoring in lower net fee and commission income and
decreased profit from dealing in foreign currencies, owing to reduced economic activities resulting from the national lockdown, impact of
lower tourist arrivals and a relative scarcity of US dollars. On the other hand, operating expenses rose by 8% during the year as a result of
increases in staff costs and other operating expenses. Whilst an increase in Expected Credit Losses on performing exposures was recorded
following the recalibration of IFRS 9 models, active recovery efforts on non-performing loans were fruitful with an ensuing reduction
of 45% in impairment charges. On the whole, attributable results for the year decreased by 32% to stand at some MVR 24 million, with
MCB Maldives contributing Rs 63 million to MCB Group results.

Main initiatives and achievements

MCB Maldives strived to consolidate its positioning in established market segments. It strengthened its relationship with corporate
customers across economic sectors, including those involved in the hotel industry and the medical sector. Additionally, the bank has
expanded its range of product offerings to the corporate segment with a convenient e-commerce platform that facilitates online payments.
Also, with the establishment of the mass affluent segment, retail customers can avail of the direct assistance of Relationship Executives.
The bank further improved its value proposition and customer experience, with a key example pertaining to the enhanced functionalities
of its Internet Banking platform. The bank’s offering for the Select segment was also refined to provide more personalised solutions and
enhance service quality. On the capacity-building front, the team was strengthened with the recruitment of an in-house lawyer and an
internal auditor while steps have been initiated with a view to ensuring proper succession planning in respect of key positions. To foster
higher level of operational efficiency, a new Oracle Cloud ERP solution has been implemented to improve financial management, supply
chain management and inventory management. The bank has also put in place a control mechanism to reinforce cyber security management
while progress has also been made in enhancing compliance with applicable rules and standards.
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MCB Seychelles

Financial performance

Rs 55 million

Highlights
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-
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Management
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Notwithstanding the difficult operating context and the availability of high yielding long term government securities on the market, the
bank was successful in maintaining its deposit base. Gross loans and advances posted an increase of 4% as a result of productive lending
operations to some top tier corporate customers. Concomitantly, the bank was able to deploy part of its excess liquidity in some high yield
securities leading to an increase of 14% in investments in treasury instruments. Net interest income, however, grew by only 5% on the
back of reduced interest rates. The challenging context has particularly hit the bank’s non-interest income. The slump in business activities
contributed to net fee and commission income dropping by a third. Furthermore, the bank experienced a significant loss with respect to
profit arising from dealing in foreign currencies amidst wide exchange rate fluctuations as evidenced by the steep appreciation of around
30% in the Seychellois rupee vis-à-vis the US dollar during the final quarter of the financial year, which appeared at odds with economic
fundamentals. Against this backdrop, operating income fell by 23% as compared to the previous year. On the other hand, operating expenses
increased by 7%, mainly attributed to increased IT and communication related costs while Expected Credit Losses increased to reflect the
forward-looking ramifications of the pandemic and higher provisions on non-performing loans. Attributable profits for the year fell by 70%
to SCR 25 million with the contribution of MCB Seychelles to MCB Group’s profits standing at Rs 55 million.

Main initiatives and achievements

MCB Seychelles accelerated the issuance of contactless debit and credit cards, allowing customers to undertake purchases in a more
practical way via the ‘Touch & Pay’ option. In fact, the bank pursued its path towards providing an innovative value proposition, as further
evidenced by the provision of e-commerce facilities to its merchants, allowing customers with or without merchant websites to acquire cards
transactions online and collect revenues directly to their bank accounts with minimum hassle. E-commerce forums were also organised to
showcase the bank’s offerings, with the number of subscriptions to such facilities growing steadily during the year. The bank’s suite of
offerings was further enriched with the launch of the MCB Rupys Savings account, which seeks to promote a savings culture for junior
customers. Moreover, the bank laid focus on the delivery of personalised services to its affluent customers, with the launch of a new ‘Select
Banking’ service to promote a more customer-centric approach towards generating higher satisfaction and nurturing customer loyalty.
Three additional ATMs, accepting notes deposits, were deployed to add more convenience for retail banking customers, bringing the total
number of notes-accepting ATMs to seven. Moreover, as the crisis impacted traditional in-branch banking, the bank actively engaged in the
financial education of customers on the usage of electronic banking channels. Campaigns were conducted across various media platforms
notably the new MCB Seychelles Facebook page. On the operational front, the bank implemented a new Oracle Cloud ERP solution to
improve financial management, supply chain management and inventory management. Also, the bank offered an international quick and
convenient bulk payment solution that works on the Swift infrastructure to a few corporate customers, thus enhancing business efficiency.
Several training webinars and trainings were organised for capacity-building and staff upskilling. The bank sponsored online courses for its
employees, including the Retail Banker Association professional exams, undertaken through the MCB Institute of Finance, which leveraged
a partnership with Moody’s Retail Banking Academy.
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As a direct result of the significant impact of the pandemic, operating income dropped by 3% mainly on account of a decrease in non-interest
income following a reduction in transaction flows. For its part, operating expenses have been well contained over the period with a slight
decrease of 2% noted compared to the previous year. Nonetheless, profits dropped by 35% in view of an increase in provisioning levels
on performing exposures subsequent to a recalibration of the Expected Credit Loss (ECL) models and the exceptional reversal of excess
ECL in prior years. As a result, profits attributable to shareholders dropped to EUR 14 million (Rs 662 million) during the financial year,
thereby contributing around Rs 331 million to MCB Group results. Of note, BFCOI remained comfortably capitalised, with an overall capital
adequacy ratio of 18.6%, of which 15.3% in the form of Tier 1 capital.
Société Générale Moçambique
The bank’s ongoing initiatives to strengthen its market positioning and visibility in Mozambique yielded significant growth rates of over 40%
in both loans and advances to customers and loans to and placements with banks while its deposit base grew by 38%. These developments
generated an increase of 24% in net interest income. However, non-interest income declined by 3% mainly due to a reduction in the volume
of transactions linked to the economic downturn triggered by the pandemic. As a result, operating income increased by 12%. There was a
14% rise in operating expenses following measures implemented to support the growth strategy, including investment in human capital. For
its part, credit impairment charges remained high in view of the expansion of both the on- and off-balance sheet exposures. Consequently,
attributable profits fell by 4% to MZN 27 million (Rs 16 million), with the bank contributing around Rs 6 million to MCB Group results.
Société Générale Moçambique is in a strong position with respect to capital, with both its Tier 1 ratio and overall capital adequacy ratio
standing at 13.6% as at 30 June 2021.

Non-banking financial cluster
MCB Capital Markets Ltd and its subsidiaries (MCBCM)
In FY 2020/21, MCBCM’s consolidated revenues amounted to Rs 390 million (FY 2019/20: Rs 408 million) while its contribution to Group
profits stood at Rs 248 million compared to Rs 172 million for FY 2019/20. Results were driven primarily by an increase in assets under
management, favourable foreign currency movements and by the successful completion of corporate finance transactions.
Corporate Finance Advisory
The COVID-19 pandemic caused delays and affected both transaction execution and origination in FY 2020/21. Nevertheless, the
Corporate Finance Advisory team continued to build its track record and successfully completed seven debt capital market transactions
for an aggregate value of approximately Rs 10 billion. In FY 2020/21, certain issuers took advantage of the excess liquidity situation and
the historically low interest rate environment to tap the capital markets for fixed rate longer tenor financing. Investors’ risk appetite seems
to have picked up in 2021 following a period of ‘flight to safety’ into Government of Mauritius paper last year. We expect this trend to be
maintained as investors continue their search for yield in the context of greater visibility on the economic outlook following the announced
full re-opening of the Mauritian borders as from 1 October 2021. The aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic has meant that investors will
continue to be discerning and focus on a relatively small number of credit-worthy borrowers that have been less affected by the pandemic.
This may result in a widening of credit spreads for certain issuers despite the continued excess liquidity situation. Looking ahead, we believe
that our flow of Corporate Finance Advisory transactions will continue to be centred on advising clients on their debt strategy and bond
issuances in Mauritius. In Africa, travel restrictions due to COVID-19 have made deal origination and execution more challenging compared
to pre-pandemic times. Management has been exploring various options to address this issue.
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Delivering on our strategic objectives
Investment Management
Investment management activities generated revenues of Rs 184 million in FY 2020/21 (FY 2019/20: Rs 175 million) amidst an uncertain
environment created by a second wave of COVID-19 and the introduction of a second lockdown in March 2021. The MCB Funds performed
strongly during the year, especially the MCB Yield Fund, attracting more inflows as investors favoured less risky strategies and continued
to search for better returns than the high street bank savings rate. Our best performing fund during the year was the MCB Overseas Fund
(+29.8% in rupee terms). The fund offers access to a diversified portfolio of foreign funds across various asset classes for a minimum lump
sum of Rs 10,000 or a monthly savings plan of Rs 500. During the year, we launched an educational campaign, the first of a series, aimed at
improving the general public’s understanding of investments alongside enhancing the visibility of our mutual funds. Today, MCB Investment
Management has the largest fund offering in Mauritius, allowing investors to find investment solutions that cater for their risk appetite.
Going forward, our main challenge is the scarcity of foreign currencies, which limits our team’s ability to execute investment mandates
for rupee based clients looking for non-rupee exposure. The announced re-opening of our borders and the potential removal of Mauritius
from the EU black list should help alleviate the situation although a return to “normal” access to foreign currencies is likely to hinge upon a
material improvement in the country’s external position. Management is maintaining strategy of its clients both locally and abroad. Growing
our assets under management across our collective investment schemes remains our main priority to capture an investment potential
where we deem to have only scratched the surface. During the year, the company won new mandates from corporate clients and increased
its client base. With regard to our Africa focused strategies, a secondary listing of our African Domestic Bond Fund ETF on the Botswana
Stock Exchange is underway and should be finalised by the end of this calendar year.
Stockbroking
As expected, trading volumes were lower by 17.5% in FY 2020/21 compared to previous year. The reduction is 35% if two exceptionally
large transactions, which accounted for more than 20% of 2021 market turnover, are excluded. Foreign participation jumped from 24%
to 39% mainly on account of restructuring exercises involving foreign participants. Notwithstanding these non-recurring transactions,
MCB Stockbrokers maintained its market share although brokerage revenues fell by approximately 20%. Investor sentiment improved
as the local market started to show early signs of a rebound in the last quarter of the financial year, allowing the company to improve
revenues from other business lines such as distribution of financial products, underwriting and market making activities. Looking ahead, we
expect market activity to improve as corporate earnings are set to recover due to the relaxation of COVID-19 related restrictions and the
progressive pickup in economic activities. As more and more companies resume dividend payments, local investors are expected to flock
back to the stock market. We therefore anticipate an increase across all revenue lines of the company for the forthcoming year.
Registry & Transfer Agent
Despite the subdued level of corporate activity, revenues contracted by only 4% while profits grew by 3% as compared to FY 2019/20.
These results are particularly commendable in current circumstances given that the company had posted double-digit profitability growth
over the past three consecutive years. We achieved considerable reduction in technology maintenance costs with total expenses receding
by 14%. From an operational perspective, the disruptions caused by the second lockdown were minimal with the team being well prepared
to provide continued service to clients. The company does not expect activity to pick up significantly over the next financial year but will
nevertheless sustain its investment in human and technological capital so as to remain a leader in its market.
Private Equity
MCB Equity Fund is a USD 100 million evergreen fund that provides expansion capital to established businesses with solid growth prospects,
compelling value propositions and capabilities, and strong management teams in Africa. Our strategy is to co-invest in equity and quasi-equity
alongside other investors, including development financial institutions, private equity firms, family offices and strategic buyers. The fund is managed by
MCB Capital Partners Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of MCB Capital Markets Ltd. In FY 2020/21, COVID-19 restrictions limited our search for
transaction opportunities. Nevertheless, the Fund successfully invested USD 2.5 million in a land development project in Mauritius and partnered with
a consortium led by Metier, an independent African private equity manager, to acquire a minority stake in Africa Mobile Networks Ltd, a builder and
operator of mobile base stations in rural areas across Africa. The Net Asset Value of MCB Equity Fund Ltd rose from Rs 3.7 billion to Rs 4.1 billion at
the end of FY 2020/21 with contribution to Group profits rising from Rs 151 million to Rs 233 million, mainly due to fair value gains on financial assets.
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During the year under review, MCB Leasing Ltd’s operations continued to be impacted by the prevailing uncertainties in the operating
environment, with the lockdown periods curtailing the expansion of the leasing market. The lease portfolio of the company contracted
by 1.8% to reach Rs 3,882 million (FY2019/20: Rs 3,955 million), with the finance lease portfolio down by 3.7% to Rs 3,162 million and
operating leases up by 7.3% to stand at Rs 720 million. The repayment of large deposits combined with a lower mobilisation of new deposits
led to a reduction of 18% in the deposit base which amounted to Rs 3,395 million at year end (FY2019/20: Rs 4,143 million). This contributed
to reduce the high level of liquidity held at the end of the previous financial year and significantly lower the average cost of funds. As a
result, net interest income grew by 29% to reach Rs 105 million (FY2019/20: Rs 81 million). Other income (comprising principally operating
lease income net of depreciation charges on leased assets) also increased by 16% to stand at Rs 70.6 million in line with the increase in the
operating lease portfolio. Operating income thus increased by 22% from Rs 143 million in 2020 to Rs 176 million for the year under review.
Furthermore, operating expenses (excluding impairment costs), declined on the back of reduced marketing activities and a reduction in IT
related costs. The company also applied an additional impairment of Rs 7 million on the net book value of the Core Leasing Software as the
latter is expected to be replaced in FY 2021/22. MCB Leasing Ltd also provided for additional Expected Credit Losses of Rs 19 million on the
back of continued uncertainty and the inherent increase in credit risks on a forward-looking basis. Overall, net profit after tax increased by
13% to reach Rs 61 million at year end (FY2019/20: Rs 54 million).
MCB Factors Ltd

MCB Factors Ltd is positioned as a prominent player in the field of factoring in Mauritius. In addition to offering full sales ledger administration
service to its customers, the entity provides funding against the assignment of trade receivables. On the domestic market, both recourse and
non-recourse factoring are proposed, with the latter implying protection against debtors’ insolvency. On the international front, Mauritian
importers and exporters are offered import and export factoring solutions. MCB Factors’ contribution to Group results for FY 2020/2021
dropped to Rs 18 million amidst the COVID-19 crisis, resulting mainly from a significant fall in activity, particularly from the hospitality
business sector. For FY 2021/22, emphasis is being laid on the completion of the migration of the core factoring software, which aims to
further improve customer experience and diversify the palette of invoice finance products.
MCB Microfinance Ltd

As part of MCB Group’s pledge to fostering the financial inclusion and empowerment of small entrepreneurs, MCB Microfinance Ltd was
launched in July 2016 as a wholly-owned subsidiary of MCB Group Ltd. Its aim is to facilitate access to business loans for micro-enterprises
and self-employed individuals. Clients have access to three types of micro-loans: (i) working capital loans, which aim at meeting the working
capital needs such as raw materials or stock; (ii) investment loans, which are targeted to meet the capital spending requirements of businesses;
and (iii) since October 2020, start-up loans to help for the setting up of a micro-enterprise. The entity lays due emphasis on customer
proximity, with its Relationship Officers dedicated to spending adequate time on the field to suitably understand the characteristics and
requirements of clients and offer them customised solutions that suit their repayment capacities.
Since inception, MCB Microfinance has disbursed 4,172 loans until 30 June 2021, corresponding to a gross amount of some Rs 822.6 million,
of which 54% relate to investment loans. Of note, since the creation of its office in Rodrigues in March 2017, 356 micro-loans have been
disbursed corresponding to a gross amount of Rs 49.8 million. As at 30 June 2021, MCB Microfinance’s loans stood at around Rs 310 million.
The entity started the year well and was on course to move closer to break-even point before being once again impacted by the spread of the
coronavirus. In fact, reduced activity levels amidst the introduction of a second national lockdown and higher impairment charges resulting
from an increase in Expected Credit Losses led to a loss of around Rs 7.2 million in FY 2020/21.
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MCB Real Assets Ltd
MCB Real Assets Ltd (MCBRA) owns 93.4% in Compagnie des Villages de Vacances de L’Isle de France Limitée (COVIFRA), owner of the
Club Med hotel resort located at Pointe aux Canonniers, Mauritius (the Resort). In March 2020, COVIFRA was notified of a force majeure
due to the pandemic with the closure of borders leading to the Resort not operating as from 22 March 2020. As a result, all Club Med
rental and other obligations were suspended and resulted in COVIFRA not receiving any income with the lease having been extended for
the period during which the hotel was closed. The lack of revenues has resulted in COVIFRA operating under a cash preservation mode,
with only essential payments being made to suppliers. As such, MCBRA received no dividends in FY 2020/21 (FY 2019/20: Rs 46 million)
from its investment in COVIFRA. Total contribution of MCB Real Assets to Group results amounted to a loss of Rs 66 million (FY 2019/20:
Profit of Rs 116 million). Club Med has informed the company of its intention to resume operations on 16 October 2021, subject to the full
re-opening of Mauritian borders as from 1 October 2021. Club Med’s rental payments and other obligations under its lease agreement with
COVIFRA are thus expected to resume upon re-opening of the Resort. As a result, MCBRA should revert to profitability in the next financial
year, thereby being in a position to resume payment of dividends.

Credit Guarantee Insurance Co. Ltd
This associate, in which MCB has a 40% stake, is a joint venture with La Prudence Holding and provides credit insurance services to its
customers by ensuring protection in respect of their trade receivables. For the year ended 30 June 2021, the contribution to Group results
stood at Rs 1 million.

Other investments cluster

Fincorp Investment Ltd
Fincorp Investment Ltd (Fincorp) is an investment company which is listed on the Official Market of the Stock Exchange of Mauritius Ltd. Its financial
performance is directly correlated to that of its main investments, namely MCB Leasing Ltd, its 100% owned leasing company and Promotion and
Development Ltd (PAD), which is an investment company that is also listed on the local bourse and in which Fincorp has a 46.4% stake.
Fincorp posted a consolidated profit after tax of Rs 164.3 million for the financial year ended 30 June 2021 compared to a loss of Rs 51.4 million
last year. Whilst benefiting from fair value gains on its equity instruments and improved results of MCB Leasing Ltd as explained earlier, the
results of Fincorp was also driven by a turnaround in the performance of PAD, whose contribution to Fincorp group’s results amounted to Rs
132.9 million compared to a loss of Rs 165.1 million in FY 2019/20. This is mainly explained by the enhanced performance of its subsidiary,
Caudan Development Ltd (Caudan) and its associate Medine Ltd. Medine’s financial performance improved significantly in FY 2020/21, reflecting
increased profits from the sale of land and fair value gains from the revaluation of its investment properties, increase in the fair value of its biological
assets (namely the standing crop) as a result of the higher price of sugar and bagasse as well as a lower operating cost base resulting from the restructuring
that took place over the last few years. Similarly, although income from business activities was heavily impacted by the challenging operating context,
Caudan’s results were boosted by a fair value uplift on its investment properties and a deferred tax credit during the year under review.

International Card Processing Services Ltd
Following an agreement signed between MCB Group and Hightech Payment Systems in February 2021, the latter has acquired MCB
Group’s 80% stake in International Card Processing Services Ltd (ICPS), with the transaction being concluded on 7 April 2021. The Group
made a profit on disposal of Rs 356 million from this transaction. Reflecting its operations for the nine months ended 31 March 2021, the
contribution of ICPS to Group results amounted to Rs 15 million.
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The last 12 months’ period was characterised by a particularly difficult environment induced by the global pandemic with serious
repercussions on business operations. Prolonged travel constraints reduced interactions with clients across countries and contributed to
lower efficiency and effectiveness in project delivery on a remote basis on key defined life stages of some projects, while creating difficulties
in the finalisation of initiated deals. The challenging context also led to investment being halted by our main targeted prospects especially
during the first 5 months of the financial year and continued to exert pressure on retention plans and strategies.
In the face of such testing and uncertain circumstances, MCB Consulting Services Ltd (MCBC) displayed notable resilience to achieve a
record high profit after tax, following a growth of 76% when compared to the same period last year. In particular, notwithstanding the difficult
conditions in its main ‘working’ territories, turnover increased by 8% in FY 2020/21, with the five topmost countries representing 66% of
total income with no specific client or territory exceeding 10% of total sales. Operating expenses were kept at par with last year’s level, as
the reviewed delivery model of sales presentations, conferences and workshops contributed to reduced sales and business development
related expenses. This growth performance reflects MCBC’s strategic positioning built on solid industry expertise and continuous search
for improvement, learned and sustained by key enablers. To this end, MCBC has, during the year, leveraged an adapted digital marketing
strategy and its increased visibility, an agile sales motion with a mix of digital and traditional interactions with clients and partners, state-ofthe-art technological platforms and reinforced people capabilities.
The performance of MCBC also highlights the prevalence of business agility. Projects are currently running smoothly with the company
spearheading more than 50 projects from 20 different countries. In fact, capitalising on its ambitious three-year strategic plan, articulated
around three key design principles of consolidation in strategic markets, innovation and reinvention to enhance effectiveness of the
business model across the value chain, MCBC continues its journey, by constantly uplifting its game while maintaining the right tactics, its
commitment to its people and its engagement towards society. Inevitably, as the global pandemic lingers, business challenges and adverse
impacts will continue to be felt within the company’s activities. However, MCBC remains confident that the earmarked initiatives for
the coming financial year anchored on its four pillars, namely, Strategy, Process, Technology and People, shall bolster its reputation and
positioning on the market and enable its business to continue to be ‘positively disruptive’.

MCB Institute of Finance Ltd
Launched in 2019 through a shared venture of MCB Group and Uniciti Education Hub, the education arm of the Medine Group, MCB Institute
of Finance Ltd (MCB IF) positions itself as a curator with a marquee line of specialisation in banking and finance, alongside industry-agnostic
courses. MCB IF has secured solid partnerships with internationally-recognised institutions delivering top-notch executive education
programmes in online, on-campus or blended format, namely, Emeritus Institute of Management, Moody’s Analytics (acquirer of Retail
Banking Academy (RBA) International Ltd) and Université Paris II Panthéon-Assas. Since inception, a total of 434 students have enrolled on
different courses. So far, the revenue stream is tributary to enrolments from Moody’s Analytics and Emeritus Institute of Management and
the newly-formed understanding with Corporate Finance Institute (CFI). Amidst the pandemic-induced environment, MCB IF’s operations
endured severe disturbances resulting in a shortfall of Rs 10.3 million in revenue for FY 2020/21. This can be specifically traced to numerous
factors, including (i) significant cuts in training budgets; (ii) delayed signature in training agreement contract with Moody’s Analytics; and
(iii) delayed accreditation of the Executive Master Banking & Finance, amongst others. In addition, the sales traction and initiatives did
not yield the expected outcome during this period, despite increased digital marketing and communication initiatives. For FY 2021/22,
harnessing its strategic plan, MCB IF intends to redefine its partnership models, develop new ones with pertinent partners and increase its
portfolio of courses, whilst strengthening its sales motion and promoting the recognition of MCB IF brand among audiences.
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MCB Forward Foundation
The MCB Forward Foundation (MCBFF) is the Group’s dedicated vehicle responsible for fulfilling its engagement as a caring corporate
citizen. Essentially, its vision is to be instrumental in the creation of sustainable value for the social, environmental and economic
well-being of society through the provision of human, logistical and financial resources in support of specific corporate social responsibility
initiatives. As per the standard Government policy, 75% of companies’ CSR contributions for projects are channelled to the Mauritius
Revenue Authority. However, in alignment with the provisions of the amended Income Tax Act 1995, MCB Group Ltd was, for the period
under review, authorised by the National Social Inclusion Foundation to retain an additional 25% of its earmarked CSR fund to cater
for the implementation of programmes initiated prior to 1 January 2019. Accordingly, for FY 2020/21, an aggregate amount of around
Rs 54.7 million was entrusted to MCB Forward Foundation, of which Rs 38.5 million was spent on 19 projects, 9 of which are still ongoing.
Read more on the activities of the MCB Forward Foundation
in the ‘Creating value in a sustainable way for our
stakeholders’ section on pages on 52 to 68

Blue Penny Museum

This company manages the museum situated at the Caudan Waterfront and, as such, represents one of the contributions of MCB Group
Ltd to the promotion of arts and culture, and, more generally, the protection of the national heritage of Mauritius.

Pierre Guy NOEL
Chief Executive
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